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Motor cars from 48 States and the
! District of Columbia have visited
! Rockland the present summer, the
entire list being vouched for by reI liable citizens.
i When The Courier-Gazette started
j the list a few days ago with 21 States
,the general public immediately be
came interested, and scores of read
ers began to supply the missing
Do not anticipate trouble, or —
— worry about what may never — States, so that in Saturday's issue
— happen. Keep ln the sunlight. ••• | only three were not accounted for—
••• —Franklin.
••• Montana, New Mexico and North DaI kota.
I Oddly enough the writer of these
1 lines himself saw a Montana car
The feature headline bargain today while driving in from Camden on
and all this week at the Levi Seavey the afternoon of July 5. His atten
Clothing Store ln Thomaston. Watts tion was called to the fact Sunday
Block is brand new sandals for by his companion on that occasion,
women, beautiful styles and colors, [ the car having attracted notice be
regular $2 and $250 value, only 98 cause of the unusual number plate.
cents. Hundreds of other splendid
That left only two States to be
values are to be found at this great heard from.
value center.—adv.
The print was hardly dry on Sat
urday's issue before Capt. S. L. Mains
and Percy Dinsmore reported New
Mexico., as did Percy McPhee and
others a bit later.
Owl’s Head Town Hall
It remained for Miss Ruth Ward
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
of Tlie Courier-Gazette staff to com
YOUNG'S ORCHESTRA
plete the list by reporting North
MEN 30c, LADIES 20c
86*lt Dakota bright and early yesterday
morning
So you see the whole nation knows
All methods of per
about Rockland. Maine.
manent waving. Only
It has been lots of fun, rubberthe best in workman
, ing at the number plates.
ship. materials.
Who will now turn in the highest
number of any car in the United
Even
State visiting Rockland, and who
our inexpen
sive waves are the highest number of any Maine
first class work. car.
AH prices.
• • • •

DANCE

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

TEL. 1113-W
53-tf

NEW LOW RATES!
SEAPLANE SERVICE
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN
One Way
Round Trip

$2.50

Sea View Cabins at Glen Cove was
recently visited in one night by cars
from 11 States, including Nevada and
Colorado.
Harry D. Phillips claims the dis
tinction of having seen the highest
numbered Maine car. The figures
were 155.155.

$4.00

Round trip tickrts good anytime
New Schedule fonnecUng With
Trains—Daily Except Sunday
Rockland Vinalhaven No. Haven
Trip

OaklandPark
J)ancing /

1— 8.00 A. M.
2— 11.45 A. M.
3— 3.00 P. M.

815
8.30
12.00
12.15
3-15
3.30
Sundays
9.50
9.35
1— 9.20 A M.
2.10
1.55
2— 1.40 P. M.
5.50
5.35
3— 5.20 P. M.
Standard Time
AIRWAYS,, INC.
Next to Public Landing. Rockland
Telephone 338
84-86

TONIGHT
The first of a series of

“DIXIELAND
JAM SESSIONS”
A Real Good Time

86-lt

THREE CENTS A COPY
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DOWNIES CIRCUS

GEN. AND MRS. KNOK WILL RECEIVE

Drew Two Big Crowds In Augusta
, | j and "Imperial Kennebec" Liked It

An End Curl Permanent—Soft
clusters for longer hair. 53 00

Irresistible Is our TINY GIRL
PERMANENT ...................$5.00
SPECIAL!
Steam Oil Permanent Ware
$5.00
Hair Cut, Shampoo, Ware, $1.00
Specially Trained Operators

ANO BARBER SHOP
284-286 MAIN ST. - PHONE826
ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR YOUR APPROVAL WE PRESENT

CLOTH COATS
for FALL
These Are Brand New

We have left a few

WHITE COATS
At Sharply Reduced Prices

LUCIEN K. GREEN
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIRS
School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland

Volume 92................ ..Number 86.

THE AFFAIR AT STATE PRISON

Thousands of people braved the
sweltering heat of a Big Top Friday
to witness the showing of Downie
Brothers Circus at its one-day stop
Knox County Man Denies
in Augusta. Nearly all available seats
Feyler’s Story of Non-Ex
were filled In spite of the temperature,
istence Here
nearly highest for the season, which
sent the market on fans and ice
cream cones up past the sale of In Saturday's issue was published
the statement of Rodney E. Feyler,
whips and balloons.
The clowns kept the kiddies in commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish
stitches throughout most of the pro eries assuring "anxious bathers that
A swimming party of three State something to warrant Immediate in
gram. Featuring many of the favor no man-eating sharks have entered
prisoners, including two convicted vestigation."
ite comic strip characters, they dis
the Gulf of Maine."
murderers, and a prison guard. Gov.
The Governor said he and Leadbet
played such figures a» Popeye, Micky
The
statement
drew
a
prompt
con

ter
"visited the vicinity and talked
Lewis
O.
Barrows
said
last
night,
led
and Minnie Mouse and others.
with the pastor of the Methodist
to
the
resignation
by
request
of
War

tradiction
from
a
Knox
County
resi

One
of
the
best
acts
of
the
show
Knox County will celebrate the birthday of Major General Henry Knox.
Church of the town ln question and
July 24, at beautiful Montpelier, replica of the original Montpelier, with combined a clown feature with the dent who has devoted more than half den Edward P. Johnson.
also the young lady who clerked at
Barrows
described
the
alleged
ex

leaping
bar
act
of
Aerial
Roberts.
a century to the fishing industry, and
especially impressive exercises. The Mansion will be open to visitors from
pedition July 13 to a public beach the beach in the store visited.
Staged at the top of the tent, the
10 a. m. to 6 p m.
who says that he has personally
“Both confirmed in detail," the
several miles from the Thomaston
act
displayed
some
bar
twists
and
Gen. Knox as chief of Artillery in the Revolutionary War, bore the com
caught more than 100 man-eating prison ln a prepared statement ac- Governor said, “the report which had
jumps
which
seemed
unreal,
and
plete reliance and affection of Washington. He fought through Bunker Hill.
sharks between Criehaven and Cas companying his announcement that been submitted to me.
Trenton, Princeton, Brandyw ine to Yorktown. In the first cabinet he served combined several skillfully executed
“Then I visited the warden at hls
clown spills into the safety net.
tine. and that he has frequently seen John H. Welch of Houlton, former
as Secretary ol War. Upon his retirement Gen. Knox moved to Thomaston.
residence in Thomaston and inquired
One of the most difficult stunts them within 500 feet of the shores.
Aroostook
County
sheriff,
had
been
There he built a stately home “Montpelier" in which to spend his declining
of him if Boulier and Cousens had
was the slide act staged by Miss
named to succeed Johnson
years. Here he died in 1806, and here he is buried. The original "Montpelier"
“I have seen them so thick,” said
Georgiana and Mickey Luno. Start
Disclaiming Johnson's charge that been out of the prison that day. He
was torn down in 1871 to make way for the Maine Central Railroad.
ing from the hippodrome track the The Courier-Gazette's informant, the administrative change was "wholly positively stated that they had not. I
Through the efforts of the Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., aided by generous
two acrobats walked a wire to the "that a man wouldn't live 10 seconds political,” the Governor said he had inquired of the warden if it would be
contributions from the late Cyrus II. K. Curtis and many other patriotic
top of the tent and then slid back, if he fell overboard among them. "definite and positive evidence" that possible for either of these men to be
citizens a replica of the famous mansion was built and furnished and dedi
Luno making the slide on his head Some were 20 feet long.
Alden Bouller and Samuel Oousens, out without his knowledge, and he as
cated as a Memorial to the famous General.
I make this statement for the pro
over a greased wire.
“lifers," and a short-term prisoner sured me that it would not."
Saturday, July 24, appropriate ceremonies will be held at Gen. Knox's
Barrows’ statement said he asked
The show's herd of eight ele tection of our summer visitors who named McLeese had been at South
grave ln the cemetery on Erin street, Thomaston, at 9.15 a. m. A company of
phants was presented in several should not be led to believe that the Pond, Warren, July 13, In a car regis to have the warden accompany me to
the C-A.C. and a troop of Girl Scouts will act as escort. Members of all
numbers, the main act a two ring man-eaters cannot be found ln these tered to Ernest L. Chadbourne, San the guardroom of the prison and
patriotic bodies in Knox County will attend. At 10 wiU come the annual dance and stunt number. Two of the waters.
there produce Boulier, Cousens and
ford, a guard.
meeting of the Knox Memorial Association at Montpelier, election of officers elephants were later presented ln
"At one time I caught a man-eating
Bouller, McLeese and Chadbourne, McLeese. I was accompanied, of
shark which had ln its stomach a seal
and all necessary business will be the order of the morning.
a narrow plank walking stunt.
said the Governor's statement, swam course, by Commissioner Leadbetter.
An orchestra, under the direction of Mrs. Emma Harvey of Rockland will
Many of the acts demonstrated four feet long, with its head bitten while Oousens remained in the car
“All three |men," the statement
The body had been
play during the afternoon. Hon. Harold Schnurle, head of the Maine D*-]careful training of the performers. off
continued, “emphatically denied that
About
30
or
35
members
of
a
Metho

shark?^.
velopmqpt Commission; Hon. Oliver L Hall, Secretary to Gov. Barrows; and included among these t"he "riding [swallowed whole' and
dist Sunday school were at the beach they had been outside the prison that
Grube Cornish, president of the Sons of the .American Revolution, will speak. of a troupe of equestriennes fea- then evidently gone In pursuit of the
for a picnic at the time, the Chief day. I then asked for the owner of
Hostesses for the day will be members of Gen. Knox and Lady Knox turing Marion Sh ufford, the Eno head. I particularly remember this
the car with Maine registration 96-481,
Executive
added.
Chapters. D.A.R.. who will wear colonial costumes.
Japanese troop of jugglers and per incident because I was paid the
and was Informed that it was the car
Chadbourne
sent
in
his
resignation
There will be an exhibition of Home Industries in the Museum Room. formers, the Betters family, low bounty of $1 for the nose.
owned by Mr. Chadbourne, a guard,
with
Johnson
’
s.
,
"On another occasion I took out a
Ice cream and cake will be serv ed on the grounds.
wire walkers and dancers who exe
but it had been his day off duty.
At
Thomaston,
Johnson
replied
last
cuted several difficult steps on the stranger who wanted to see sharks night:
"I asked for Mr. Chadbourne to be
caught.
I
hauled
a
shark
alongside,
wire.
produced and he was sent for. His
“
In
the
main,
it
’
s
true,
far
ar
Captain Picard and his Frisco lanced him, and the blood started to
the guard taking the prisoners out is statement was to the effect that he
seals, captured the vote of much of flow freely from the wound. Instant
concerned. But it's not a precedent had been at South Pond for the day,
the audience, particularly the young ly the water was full of sharks, drawn
established in my regime. It's been accompanied by three men whom he
by
the
scent
of
the
victim's
blood.
My
sters. when they went through their
going on ever since the prison was said were Mr. Studley and Mr. Beck
surprising routine of ball juggling, guest became very much frightened
ett of Thomaston, and a friend of Mr.
built.”
by
the
demonstration
and
said
he
offering several musical interludes.
Cousens and Boulier, he said, had Beckett's. He denied emphatically
The troupe of four seals wound up guessed he'd go ashore.
been "going out” ever since they were that his par went anywhere except to
"My
brother
was
out
one
time
in
a
as a complete orchestra with trum
South Pond ln Warren, which is ap
in prison, particularly Cousens.
pets, drums, cymbals and a bell.— dory which was being towed by a
proximately four miles from ThomaaMcLeese.
a
trusty,
,was
outside
the
power boat. He lanced a shark, and
adv.—Kennebec Journal.
<By Gardner Brown)
when the flsh turned with such fury prison walls often as a matter of ton, and described in detail what all
three of the men did and wore.
Troop 2 of Rockland, of which lng like refugees ln Portland—we
that he broke the thalepln in the course, he added.
"Further inquiry that night de
Gov. Barrows said that "any state
Harold Whitehlll is scoutmaster, was really were ones now. There was a
gunwale of the dory.
veloped
the positive statement by both
represented at the National Jam huge pile of straw ln there and we'
ment
to
the
effect
that
there
is
any
"There are many kinds of sharks—
boree in Washington by Richard just flopped down where we stood n
,• ■_ i _
“C man-eaters, fish sharks, blue dogs, or political motive behind this all Is Beckett and Studley that they had
onH got to sleep sometime about ,1 Democratic Leader Says r. mackerel sharks, swindle-tails and without an iota of foundation.”
been at Thomaston all day. Con
Spear, Roderick Crandall. James and
D.” Won’t Run Again— hammer heads. The average shark “Of course it’s politics," Johnson fronted with the clerk at the store
Wentworth, William Bicknell and o'clock in the morning.
myself.
has four sets of teeth—two on the retorted. "The very fact that the fel and also the pastor from a neighbor
We were camped on Columbia
Admits Possible Split
We spent several days at Camp' Island near the Arlington Memorial
upper Jaw and two on the lower jaw. low who dig the so-called investigat ing town, neither Mr. Beckett nor Mr.
William Hinds, which is about 30 Bridge. Each section was a small
John E. Mack of Poughkeepsie, N. I have seen a fish shark with seven ing Jias a personal yen against me Studley could be Identified aa the
people at the beach.
Shows it."
miles above Portland, in preparation community in itself, having its own Y„ who twice nominated Franklin roms of teeth.”
"We then went over to the prison
The Courier-Gazette's Informant
for our Journey to Washington. Here kitchen, hospital, postoffiqe and ex- d. (Roosevelt for President, said FriJohnson said he referred to Sheriff
and I requested the warden to pro
we worked, making our pack baskets hibit tent.
day the Chief Executive would not wears a watch charm containing the C. Earle Ludwick.
In which we were to carry all our Wednesday we got organized and run for a third term.
tooth of a shark which he captured.
Last winter, the Legislature's Com duce Boulier, Cousens and McLeese,
A
jaw
filled
with
such
teeth
would
equipment. Each boy had to have drew all of our camping supplies
mittee on the State Prison had recom all of whom were quickly identified,
"The next Democratic Presidential
a basket with the words "Maine, Pine from the quartermaster. We had all nominee," Mr. Mack told reporters, be uncomfortable to encounter,
mended Johnson's removal, charging and with the further statement that
the same men had been there on pre
Tree Council, Vacationland," paintedi brand new equipment and it was “will not be Franklin D. Roosevelt."
him (with "gross inefficiency.”
on it, also the picture of a pine tree j very fine. We felt a lot better when
Mir Mack is a lifelong friend and I “simply voicing a difference of
The committee reported “strong vious occasions.
"The warden then admitted that
in the center. We worked on souve-, we got our beds and filled our straw neighbor of the President. He was I opinion ln the party."
evidence" that prisoners had been
nirs and many little trinkets to swap. ticks. We were sure of a good place m Washington recently for a NaHe said he did not believe the court outside the walls delivering wood after the men had been out and that he
Many good ideas were given us to sleep. We got our new Jamboree tlonal tabor Relations Board hearing, battle would split the party “but the night-check, and accused John knew that the story of the guard,
about these things one night at, a neckerchiefs, one red and one blue.
mj- Mack said lhe was confident that is one of the chances we have to son of failing to co-operate with Lud Chadbourne, was not correct, but
this admission was not made until
campfire. Some made small lob The red one was worn around the! president Roosevelt would emerge take.”
wick.
ster traps and many made various camp and the blue while we were In ! victorious in the controversy over the
Simultaneously with the announce after Beckett and Studley had been
kinds of neckerchief slides.
We the city. We also got our regional proposed reorganization of the Su
MARCONI IS DEAD
ment of Welch's appointment, the eliminated beyond any question and
after the prisoners had been identi
learned to march ln a new special tags. They were to be worn on the preme Court.
governor said that Stanley W. Macjamboree formation, it was quite right shoulder. They showed that
Marconi, inventor of wireless, died Gowan of (Portland, State probation fied.
Mr. Mack said Democratic Sena
“It seemed to both Commissioner
different fr<4n any I had ever seen we were from Region One, Section tors opposing the court bill were in Rome this morning.
officer, had been named by Leadbet
Leadbetter and me that the people
before. We slept in Baker tents, D, Troop 18. The Maine troops
ter as deputy warden.
of Knox and Waldo Counties should
which were purchaseable after the were 17. 18 and 19. All the Rockland
Barrows said the appointment of
not be subjected to the possibilities
Jamboree for $7 apiece, but one of boys were in troop 18. Kahtadin
Welch would be "effective at once,
of escape of two convfcted murderers,
the Rockland boys felt “tent minded " council, also of Maine, had other
and Warden Welch will assume his
one of whom is under indictment for
• •«•
troop numbers.
position at once."
another murder and at the same time
We
dressed
up
in
our
new
Jamboree
Monday afternoon, June 28. we
Welch, the new warden, is 51. He
having escaped from the prison
neckerchiefs
and
regional
tags
and
set out for Portland ln three big
is married and has one daughter.
many years before,
had our pictures taken with the
buses. We arrived at the Woodfords
In a prepared statement, Gov. Bar"This Is not my idea of a prison
Maine
Senators
and
Congressmen.
Parish House where we were to stay
rows said that "on July 13 definite
practice that should be permitted to
Representative
Smith
promised
the
for the next 12 hours. We slept
and positive information came to me
continue. Consequently, resignation
there on the gymnasium floor all Abnaki boys (the boys from Rock
to the effect that three convicts— of the warden and the guerd were re
night. We were told that we looked land, August, Wiscasset and other
cities in this vicinity) a trip to Glen Sailing westward on the steamship trance to the Canal. That night a Alden Boulier, Sam Cousens and Mc quested.
like a refugee camp.
We were
Leese—had been at South Fond in "Any statement to the effect that
crowd of us visited Panama City.
wakened early the next morning, 4 Echo Lake, an amusement park; also ganta Elena ex-Congressman E. C.
The next day we steamed up the Warren In a car registered to a there is any political motive behind
blimp ride if we got permission I
o'clock to be exact, and after break afrom
our parents. In the afternoon Moran' Jr' is not only obtalnlng va>- Pacific Coast. Tomorrow we arrive guard, Chadbourne."
this all is without an iota of foun
fast marched to the train at Union
"Boulier and Cousens," the Gov dation. It is only being considered in
we set up log cabin shelter and a i uable data as a member of Maritime at La Libertad, San Salvador and I
Station. We rode all day and finally
am to be the luncheon guest of the ernors' statement said, "are both serv the interest of the kind of prison man
arrived in Washington with a train signal tower which we brought with CommisslQn but b havlng some
President of San Salvador. The cap ing life terms for murder, Boulier at agement which I believe the people
These things later caused much
of 17 cars which were bearing 640 us.
comment. The four leaders slept ln novel experiences which add great- tain, Mr. Adams and I are to be one time having escaped from prison. of Maine expect and demand. A
boys. They came from all over New
ly to his enjoyment. The following taken to the Presidential palace for McLeese Is serving a short term of situation of this sort can only reEngland. The total number of New the log shelter one night.
extracts are from a letter to his par lunch and we surely will have a great one to two years for indecent liberties
• • • •
England boys was about 1,700. We
(Continued on Page Six)
time. Next we go to San Jose, with minors.
were hooked onto an electric train Wednesday night at a great camp ents under date of July 11.
“My information was to the effect
Guatemala
where
we
shall
go
ashore
• • 9 •
part way. which took us at an aver fire at the base of the Washington
and take a train to Guatemala City, that they were at South Pond, a pub YOUR FAVORITE POEM
age speed of 85 miles per hour. When Monumant. Attorney General Cum
lic bathing beach; that while Cousens
On board Santa Elena. July 11
the capital of Guatemala.
we finally arrived ln Washington it mings read a letter of welcome from
remained in the car, Boulier. Chad If I had my life to live again I would
It
has
been
a
wonderful
trip.
We
In
Los
Angeles
I
expect
to
leave
was pouring. We had a short march President Roosevelt.
have made a rule to read some poetry
the ship and take a plane for San bourne and McLeese had hired a boat and listen to some music at least ones
before we reached our campsite and We attended a ball game the next left July 3 and the following Wed
a
week. The loss of these tastes la a
to
go
out
rowing,
later
coming
into
Francisco, allowing me a little time
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin,
as a result we all got drenched. We day. at Griffith Stadium, as guest nesday arrived at Puerto Colombia
the store.
and
motored
to
Barranquilla.
I
live
to
get
settled
down
before
the
hear

put up our tents, but as we had no of Clark Griffith, owner of the Sena
AN ODE
“Boulier purchased tonic and cigars
beds or anything and the grass was tors. We saw the Senators beat the with the captain in his cabin on the ings which start July 20 in San
and later hired bathing suite for all The spacious firmament on high
Francisco.
bridge.
The
Grace
Line
sent
along
wet, we decided to sleep in a large Red Sox 3-2. It was rather hot there,
With all the blue ethereal sky,
Frequently the captain sets up a three to go In swimming. At the time And spangled heavens, a shining frame,
exhibition tent. Talk about us look- even in the shade. It was the first its vice president, Mr. Adams (a
there were probably 30 or 35 members Thelr great Original proclaim.
mighty
fine
young
man
only
a
few
table
on
the
bridge
and
he
and
I
and
The unwearied sun from day to day
big league ball game most of us had
years older than I am) as company Mr. Adams have lunch there. Every of the Methodist Sunday school—all Does hls Creator’s power display.
ever seen
And publishes to every land
Friday we spent in preparing for for me' 50 you can see that the Orace morning we three have breakfast in young children—at the beach in swim The work of an almighty Hand.
our part in the regional show. These Line 13 Iooklng out for me ln sPlen‘ the captain's cabin instead of in the ming and enjoying a picnic.
as the evening shades prevail.
"Both Boulier and McLeese came Soon
dining room. I sit at the captains'
The moon takes up the wondrous tale.
shows were held in the arena which did fashion.
And
nightly,
to the listening earth.
At each port the Grace Line table for dinner at night in the din out of the water probably ten minutes Repeats the story
was built at the base of the Wash
of her birth;
Tickets To All Points
before
the
guard,
Chadbourne.
came
ing
room.
This
is
a
marvelous
trip,
places
a
special
auto
at
my
disposal
Whilst all the stars that round her burn,
ington Monument. Our troop had
And
all
the
planets
In thelr turn.
Headquarters
take part in an axemanship drill and and Mr Adams and I are driven all especially under special conditions. out. After they all came out and Confirm the tidings as they roll.
And
spread
the
truth
from pole to pole.
It
is
mighty
hot
down
here
in
the
dressed
they
all
got
into
Chadbourne's
in uses of the neckerchief drill. They over the respective places. We ar
car
and
are
known
to
have
been
at
tropics
when
we
are
in
port,
but
rived
last
Thursday
at
Cathagena,
PARAMOUNT
What though In solemn silence all
say that we had one of the best shows
Colombia and Saturday reached Cris delightfully cool when we are sail Lincolnville Beach in Waldo County— Move round the dark terrestrial ball?
that was put on.
RESTAURANT
What though nor real voice nor sound
thelr radiant orbs be found?
Sunday a former Rockland man, tobal, the Atlantic entrance to the ing. I wear a short-sleeve shirt with an approximate distance of 30 miles." Amid
Sole Agents
In reason's ear they all rejoice.
Panama Canal. That afternoon we neck open and as very comfortable.
The Governor said after it was And
who
has
been
a
resident
of
Washingutter
forth a glorious voice,
402 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
went through the Canal, arriving
I never felt better in all my life “realized" that Chadbourne "was not Forever singing as they shine.
86-88
"The Hand that made us is divine I”
Saturday at Balboa, the Pacific en- than I do now,
on duty for thq day, it seemed to me
(Continued on Page Seven)
—Joseph Addison,

THE “MAN-EATERS” Which Would Seem To Be a Prison In Name Only
—Murderers Swim With Sunday School Chil
dren—Gov. Barrows Makes Story Public—
John H. Welch of Houlton the New Warden

JAMBOREEING IN WASHINGTON

As Graphically Told By a Rockland Scout Who
Saw Everything

DOES MACK KNOW

i

Your small girl will love her
permanent here . . . and
YOU’LL be pleased after-'
wards, too. when you see how
easy it is to manage, this hot
weather.

Tuesday
Issue

GUEST OF A PRESIDENT

Carl Moran Enjoying Every Moment Of His Trip
To the West Coast

QUAKER STAGES

E very-0 ther-Oa?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 20, 1937
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AT KNOX MUSEUM

The Son of man is come to seek
and to save that which was lost.—
Luke 19:10.

Curator Lermond Acknowl
edges Gifts — Visitor*
From Afar

FIRST BLOOD, ST. GEORGE
Simmons' Team Won a Last Minute Victory Over
Camden Last Night

AT FORT WILLIAMS
Battery F Defeated Battery
A At Baseball—Lawry’s
Final Letter

We have received a large roll-top
Rockland, July 19
desk and a large lot of curios, in
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
cluding an armadillo basket, a carved
Battery H flnisnea Its gunfire Fri
A More General Filing of
This Week's Games
i lashes, everybody shouting frantl- day afternoon and after practice was
I cocoa-nut ■S’lr, coins of dif’cient
Claims Desired By Social countries (including Russia'. coral Tonight—Rockland at Thomaston cally. Boynton, who had been over, a ball was held for the non
Thursday night—Rockport at Cam- pitching a fine brand of ball fanned commissioned officers. Batteries E
Security Board
shells, sponges, sand from Orina.
den.
. Hawkins and Peterson in succession and F served a chicken supper
Caliform? v’pw'd’i, Bermuda. I'exas.
Friday—St. George at Thomaston, and Camden was breathing a little Thursday and the following day Bat
Action to bring about a more gen
France, Vt 'estine. Ganges Hlver.
A new star has made his appearance ; more freely. Smith drew a pass and tery F played Battery A at baseball.
eral filing of claims under the Federal Bombay, I
Yellowstone Park
in the Knox Twilight League firms- . the sacks were filled. What would Batteries were Upham and Robbins
old-age benefits program was begun North Sea, H-ltand, Jamaica, Hono
ment and his name is Stegelmann As Johnny Davidson do. He answered
by the Social Security Board yester lulu, H. *?., Creece, Borneo; a casket the Sports Bditor understands it he is 1 the question with a smart smash to for F and Grafton and Healey for A.
Among the players were Cole. Fanday by mailing to its field offices evi mad0 from Palabush fruit cones, a resident of Brooklyn and is spend- Wadsworth, who in moving over for
astasia. Baker and Corons. Upham
nuts; all these the gift of Mrs. Robert
lng the summer in Jefferson. He , it. let the ball get away from him. pitched three innings and held the
dence that approximately 20.000 workAndrews of Warren and Safely Har
zers. or their estates, are eligible for bor Florida, who collected them on plays shortstop on the Waldoboro and in came the two runs which spelt team to one hit and struck out six
team, is an excellent infielder, and \lctory for the boys at the Harbor, men. He retired at the first of the
benefit payments.
a trip around the wnd.
swats the ball like a semi-professional ' There were four busy men in this fourth in favor of Robbins who
t t • •
.Under the requirements of the
Best of all. however, is the pep he puts game—Davidson, who accepted 17 struck out seven men in the four in
So far tliis im.ilU visitors have into the game. He is playing ball chances', Wiley, who took seven;
Treasury, an employer is obligated to
nings he worked, holding the oppo
make a report when one of his work registered from Massachusetts New every' minute whether on the dia- Plaisted. who took 11; and Lord, who
nents to two hits and one run. Bat
York,
New
Je-sey,
Pennsylvania.
ers dies or reaches the age of 65. The
mond. at bat or on the sidelines. The 1 covered short field in fine style, in tery F won 4 to 1.
Treasury recently transmitted to the Seattle, Wash., C->iu."ctlcut, Florida, ({ans
addition to making a pair of doubles.
approve.
Cole pitched a good game, striking
,
, , , ,
Board its accumulation of such re and many Maine towns and eft!’.-,
St. George
out seven men in six innings but was
_____
One of the deans of the Knox Twi- j
ports. now amounting to a few more
ab r bh tb po a
reached for six hits. Fanastasia held
New members since last report are . light League is Jack Benner of the smith. 3b
than 20.000. and the Bureau of Fed
4 0 2 2 1 3
the team to one hit in the seventh.
Miss
Ada
L.
Yotuu
Dr.
and
Mrs.
I
Waldoboro
team.
The
writer
has
seen
Davidson,
lb
....
5
eral Old-Age Benefits is sending them
0 16
Score: Battery F. four runs, seven
2 2
to its field representatvies with in Harry L. Richards of Rockland and ! him work in about all of the positions. Wiley, ss ......... 4
hits, three errors; Battery A, one run.
structions to give every possible as Rev. and Mrs. Henry F Huse of and he has given a good account oi Simmons, p, 2b 4
1 1
three hits, four errors. Battery A's
himself. In a recent game he turned xion'gh'i,.2b.lf
2 3 2
4
sistance to the aged workers, or to North Haven.
run came from a wild peg by "Ted”
in four nice hits. Good natured to Mackie, c
3
3
those interested in estates of those
Libby who played the inning with
I was a guest at the summer home the nth degree he furnished no end of H.Lowell. rf .... 3
0
who have died, in the preparation and
a bandaged ankle and had all three
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Victor Elmore at amusement in a game, and he always tW. Lowell ....... 1
0
filing of claims.
plays at third base. "Ted" later
0
The field offices have been furnished Megunticook Lake yesterday and was holds his own in repartee. And can Colbroth. p ... 0
made up for this by catching another
1
Hawkins, cf. rf 4
the names of the localities in which awarded an Interesting exhibit in the that boy chew!
runner on third.
2
4
Peterson. If. cf
the workers applied for their social form of a beautiful group of quartz
"Bob" Stone and "Fady" Grafton
Waldoboro is fortunate in its man
36 5 10 13 27 17
security account numbers, and have crystals. It came from Westminster,
each
made two hits and "Bob” made
ager. George Boggs loves the game
Camden
been told to make every reasonable Oconee County, South Carolina.
the longest in the game, a double
and knows how to look after the de•
•
•
•
ab r bh tb po a e
effort to locate potential claimants.
in the sixth. The first five innings
cf
4
N. W. Lermond, curator: “As I tails. Just one suggeston George—ex110 10
The number of claims which had
saw neither side scoring. Cole weak
tend
those
bleachers
along
the
first
1
Piaisted. 2b .... 3 1116 5 0 ened a bit in the sixth owing to the
been certified for payment up to the promised you when at the Knox Ar
4 0 2 41 4 0
j Lord, ss ........
end of June was 4419. The number boretum July 4, I am sending you by base line.
• •••
heat which was terrific.
4
00 04
1 0
of claims which have been filed but parcel post a box containing the
Battery A will bring its team down
Lewiston sent a good team to Cam Weed, c ........
4
00 00 0 0
not yet passed upon is given as 5342, following specimens of graphite;
to Thomaston as soon as arrange
den Saturday and it was an excellent Richards, rf ..
Cey4
01 10 3 2
■Wadsworth. 3b
and the number of those which have , Ceylon Lump (Amorphous)
ments can be made for a Sunday
, »» a
game, but the Sports Editor heard a
4
0 1 1 14 0 0
Ion Graphite (Crystalline). Mada- 6
, ,
,
Bennett lb .
been disallowed. 104.
game. Battery F had a final get-to
_
a,
,
Inumber of fans express a preference I
4
0 1110 0
gascar Flake (Refined) Mexican ,
„ . a
™ Leonard, if
• • • »
gether Friday night with a lobster
' for a league game on Saturday—espe- L-eu'‘"‘u'
You will cially now that we have a good league. Boynton p
3
12 20 3 0
Almost all the claims which have Graphite (Amorphous)
stew served by the cooks Staples.
34 9 11*26 16 2
been paid are for small amounts be note the three distinct types, namely:
Gray and Hunt. Lester Gray, to
Flake,
crystalline
and
amorphous.
.
.
•Winning
run
with
two out.
cause. it was explained, the wages of
whom I have not referred, in the
Anybody
who
ever
compiled
a
base

the average worker, in the six months The term "plumbago." as you know, ball schedule knows what a difficult I t W. Lowell batted for H. Lowell camp notes, is one of the most de
—
in which the program has been under means the same as graphite, and is and thankless task it is. Rockland. in the 9th.
pendable men we had—quiet, but al
St. George —... 01000011 2—5 ways where one needs him.
way, have not been large enough to used mostly in connection with CeyIon graphites, many trades using 1 forinstance, has no home game of Cam(ien
0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0—4
entitle the worker to larger benefits.
After supper, remarks were made
it call it by the name of "CeylonIown this week, and the fam- are
T^Q.base hits, Smith. Mackie,
The largest lump-sum yet to be
by
the officers and members of the
plumbago.” Graphite is also known not too well pleased, as it will have
Monaghan. Lord 2. Base on
approved is that for $192.50. This was
by the names of black lead, silver | been two weeks since there was a balls, off Boynton 3. Struck out, by various gun crews, rang): section
paid to the estate of an official of an
plotting room and con-commis
lead, etc., all of which are trade game at Community Park when St. Simmons 3. by Boynton 4. Sacrifice
oil company who died in Texas, on
sioned officers. Captain Hoffses com Would Sell Its Spuds In the
George
comes
here
next
Monday
night.
designations and misnomers.
hit, Plaisted. Double plays. Wiley
March 11. His earnings since the first
plimented the members for their fine
State Which Raises the
I hope that these samples are of
and Davidson; Colbroth, Davidson
of the year totalled almost $6000 and
work, as did 2d Lieuts. Newbert and
St. George 5. Camden 4
interest to you. I want to thank you
and
Smith;
Plaisted
and
Bennett.
Best
came from two different jobs. An
Colklin. At the close of the assem
again for your kindness in showing
The second half of the Knox Twi Umpires. Barter and Richardson. bly, Staff Serg. Libby called for a
other claim of unusual size has been
my family your place. I will in all light League series opened last night, Scorer. Winslow,
The nervy gentleman who sold a
reported from a Pennsylvania office.
hand for the leader who had made
probability call on you again some with a thriller, and when the gam > j
*
It is that of a retired executive who
it possible for success to be accom batch of bathing suits to the Eskimos j
time to see your trees and shrubs, was all over the happy St. George ;
GLEN COVE
was employed by three different cor
plished by the encampment. A rous must have gone to work for a big
W H Laros
players ".ere lugging Johnny David
porations, receiving from each $3000
ing cheer shook the rafters Captain Idaho potato corporation. The De
Brooklyn, July 15.
Fishermen from Winter Harbor re
son off the field on their shoulder;
in wages.
Hoffses tried to respond but made a
• • t •
Camden was cut in 'rent 4 to 1 port large catches of herring here the hasty retreat to,his tent, apparently partment of Agriculture learned the
"These instances illustrate the
Graphite and Diamond are both until the seventh inning, when Sim past ten days.
other day that this concern is en
working of a provision of the Social
overcome with emotion.
pure carbon, with the symbol C. mons single ami Monaghan's doubi? Herbert Gregory is employed at
Security Act which is not always
Battery E received applause for deavoring to market its wares ir. the
Yet no other two minerals of the cut the lead ent point. St. Geo*'0t Warrenton.
clearly understood," said LeRoy
having won the gunners' cup. Pine Tree State via mail order and >
same chemical composition differ so aided another tally in the eighth. Isabel Thurston has been visiting
Hodges. Director of the Bureau of
Charles Cole and Ernest Hoffses were promises a good supply of excellent
greatly from each other. The crys tilts time on the strength of a double j Avis Taylor.
Federal Old-Age Benefits.
"The
guests at the supper. The 240th Coast big or seme kind-or-other bakers that
tal form of diamond is Isometric of I bv Wilev.
Mrs. Ernestine Gardner of Gorham
Artillery Band marched around and
worker's total taxable wages up to
graphite—hexagonal
And still the chances seemed abo .t is passing the summer at Mr. and played for each company. Batteries. have "eye appeal" and will command
$8000 per year from each of any num
Cleavage of diamond—Octahedral, two to one that Camden would not Mrs. George Woodward's home. Mr.
E. A and F assembled at their com a "fancy price.”
ber of employments are used as the perfect.
be able to pull the game out of th> and Mrs. Woodward have also had pany streets and joined in the chorus
Now Maine folks aren't narrow
basis for computing old-age benefits.
Cleavage of graphite—basal, per coals. What nappened in first half I as recent guests, Mr and Mrs.
of the final song. "Till We Meet minded about these things and be
Had either of these workers received
fect
of the ninth. Camden at bat. va •• I George Wass of Machias,
Again." which echoed through the lieve in doing business with the other
his wages from a single source, only
Tenacity of diamond—brittle
that Wadsworth singled only to ge* Miss Etta Cain was a caller last reservation.
the first $3000 would have been count
Tenacity of graphite—flexible.
fellow but when it comes to potatoes,
trapped in a snappy double. Leoti-: Tuesday at Mr. and Mrs. C. E. GregThree cheers were given for the
ed, and there would have been an
Hardness of diamond—10.
ard was out. Simmons to Davidson; ory's.
band, after which we retired to our it's a different story. With a pros
appreciable decrease in the amount
Hardness of graphite—1 to 2.
and so Camden went into the last Dudley Wolfe who has been at the
company
streets to make the final pective crop of 51.900.000 bushels of
claimed."
Specific gravity of diamond. 3.52. half two runs to the good.
Warrenton Park estate went Wed- packing preparations for the get
the best grown anywhere due from
Specific gravity of graphite 2.20
One tning you can always figure nesday to Portland,
away. "Foddie" Grafton may not our fertile acres this year, we are
If a claim filed by a /Close relative
Luster of diamond: Adamantine, upon, and that is that St. George Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDonbe a steeplejack but he invented a
of a worker who has died before re greasy.
gaing to have all that we can cat and
fights to the last ditch. Monaghan aid recently visited Mrs Sarah Lul
new plan—to sleep up the side of a
ceiving his old-age benefits does not
Luster of graphite: Metallic, qjull, led off with a single and Lowell the kin of Pleasant View.
plenty left over to feed the rest of
tent.
exceed 6500. it will be considered for when massive.
second (or was it Colboth?) duMrs. S M. Nichols who has been
As we departed at 10.30, very little the country, say officials of the De
payment without waiting formal ad
Color of diamond: Colorless, yel plicated that feat. The St. George guest of Mrs. Mary Hall, returned
remained of the 1937 encampment. partment, so quite naturally are not
ministration of the estate which may low, brown , rarely green
pink, fans were now balanced or. their eye- j Wednesday to Ballardvale Mass.
Charles M. Lawry
interested in the Idaho variety.
be required by law. Mr Hodges ex orange, red, blue, black when mas
As a matter of fac^ we have a
sive.
plained. If the claim Ss filed by some
relative ether than a spouse, child, or
Color of graphite: Iron black to
little marketing campaign on our
parent, it was explained that all pos steel gray.
selves and can appreciate the gosible assistance will be given the
Transpaiency of diamond: Trans
A Valuable Publication Edit get-iveness of the boys from out
claimant, but he will be advised that parent or translucent; opaque when
yonder. We will try to place Maine
ed By a New Harbor Sum tubers in the Idaho market, even, but
it will be necessary to arrange for the massive.
legal administration of the estate.
Transparency of graphite—Opaque.
probably won t sell enough to help
mer Resident
Similarly, it was added, if a claimant
Diamond — a non-conductor of
mix up a good fish hash and that
David Kemp & Co.. New York pub goes vice versa, avows the boys of
does not know the worker's social electricity.
lishers. have recently announced "A ! the agricultural staff.
security account number or other es
graphite—a conductor of electricity.
Cruising Guide to the New England
sential data, every effort will be made
Diamond—Combustible.
So dear friends of Idaho, If you
Coast" a 300-page spirally-bound i have some good bathing suits for use
by the Boards representatives to aid
Graphite—Non-Combustible.
book describing more than TOO harbors ' cn our swell beaches, some good fish
him in securing information necessary
Chief localities, diamond; South
along the coast between Larchmont, rods or other trinkets we might talk,
to establish the claim.
Africa. Brazil, India; graphite: Mad
N. (Y., and Eastport. Maine. It is but on potatoes—never!—Dick Reed
"Our success in certifying for pay agascar. Bohemia, Ceylon, Mexiao.
intended primarily for the use of
ment more than 4000 claims," said
Chief uses: Diamond, As a precious
yachtsmen and to supplement the
Mr Hodges, “is due in, a large meas stone, an abrasive, glass-cutting wire
Government charts and Coast
ure to the cc-operation extended to drawing: graphite—in lubricants,
Pilot.
us toy employers in commerce and in paints, lead pehcils, stove polish,
The editor of the book, which is
dustry throughout the country. Es crucibles, foundry and other refrac
sponsored by the Coastwise Cruising
sential information concerning the tory products.
Club of Scarsdale. iN. Y, is Robert
worker's terms of employment and
Fine specimens:
Cubes
(4x4
F. Duncan, since 1923 a summer
wages received has been furnished by inches) of Wildcat, St. George,
resident of New Harbor.
The
them and has been used as the basis granite quarry, received as a gift,
think they cost much more.
book is dedicated to W. Riley and
for the development of claims. The in from Supt. Humphrey.
Edward A. McFarland of New Har
formation reports which employers
Norman W. Lermond,
bor “Survivors of the Days of Sail,
are now sending to the United States
Curator.
Fishermen in
Muscongus Bay.
Treasury regarding each employe's
Friends
to
Cruising
Men." The Mc
name, account number, and total tax
PLEASANT AND SAD
Farland brothers have long been
able wages, will be of further assist
well-known residents of New Harbor.
ance to us. In many cases, employers Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The book, the first of its kind ever
in conjunction with our field repre
The 50th anniversary of my resi
offered for the use of yachtsmen, is
sentatives have developed educational dence ln Rockland rolled around Fri
Illustrated with charts and air
programs relating to the proper fill day and on that day I repeated the
photos of many of the more import
ing out of claims forms and the types trip to the Lime City by plane.
the mountain ranges bor
ant harbors. Much of the informa
of supplementary information neces
Looking down on the old farm,
dering the Pocohontas Valley
tion in the book was obtained by Mr.
sary. As our claims work expands, fields and pastures where I toiled
in Jasper National Park, Al
the continued co-operation of every many a day and there rode ox carts,
Duncan while cruising the coast in
berta, there appears
TAe
of Quality
his 28-foot sloop "Dorothy" whose
employer will become increasingly horse rakes and other vehicles,
the natural outline of
an
Indian
in
cere

home port is New Harbor.
important if we arc to assure to every brought back pleasant recollections,
monial head dress
wage earner eligible for old-age bene also some sad ones for the fields
From this figure, cir
fits or his estate the prompt payment growing up to bushes and the vacant
DENTAL NOTICE!
WE BUY
cled in the photo
graph, the range takes
During Spring and Summer will
of the claim."
houses did not look like days of old.
its name ci Indian
make appointments for Tuesdays and
But that is an index of the whole
AND SILVER
Ridge. It is one of
Fridays. Notify in advance if possible.
P. T. A. Carnival at Stenger's country's trend and was a big factor
the landmarks in that
CLARENCE
E. DANIELS
DR.
J.
H.
DAMON,
Dentist
Wharf, Friendship, Thursday July in having caused the late depression.
section of the Canadian Rockies. The lower sketch, tilted at an angle to
JEWELER
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
22, afternoon and evening. If stormy
parallel
the
red-skin
which
nature
has
sculptured,
further
identifies
the
E. H Philbrick.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 415-W,
Rockland, Me.
figure in the rock and permits comparison.
next fair day.—adv.
Camden. July 19,
M-45&TU

OLD AGE BENEFITS

IDAHO’S NERVE

A CRUISING GUIDE

1

RIGHT.OUT OF THE AIR
By EARLE FERRIS
kENNY GOODMAN, the King of Swing, Is being heard Tuesday n*Shts
» over CBS in swing sessions that devotees of that type of music call the
st word. The young man, whose melodious clarinet has swept the countrj,
is also featuring musicianship. The type of music ho
a Swing Chorus features on the current ‘'Hit Parade"
as well as his is entirely different from that which
quartette, which he features on “Town Hall Tpnight."
comprises
Benny’s clarinet, Harry Von Zell, the stalwart emcee
a vibraphone, a on the Phil Baker summer show
piano and Gene first won public recognition as a
Krupa, his fa heavyweight boxer on the Pacific
mous drummer. Coast.
The Goodman
band was re Ann Sothem is set for more radic
cently voted the engagements than ever before in hei
number one career during the coming months
swing band in Her first is with Don Ameche and
the country as
well as the fa-

One Man's Family will originate
outside of San Francisco for the first
time In its history in August. That's
when the famous serial drama moves ’
to Hollywood for an Indefinite stay.
The program is heard on Sundays
along the Pacific coast and on Wed
nesdays in the rest of the cquntry.

Raymond Paige's "Hollywood Hotel"
fans wiU soon have an opportunity
to enjoy his music nightly in their
homes. Paige is recording twentyfour of the outstanding musical
numbers he aided ln popularizing on
the air.
Sheila Barrett, mistress of mimicry,
who will bring her internationally
famous monologues to the air for
the first time in a regular radio
series when she heads an all star

ANN SOTHERN

the two will co-star In a scene from
tho picture they made together —
“Fifty Roads to Town.” Ann is
married to Roger Pryor, stage and
movie star who also likes the job of
being a radio band leader.

Those old timers from vaudeville
keep popping up in radio. Latest Is
one George "Doc" Rockwell, better
known to vaudeville devotees as Doc
Rockwell Making a hit on the
Vallee Hour, Rockwell will do more
engagements as fast as he can turn
out the scripts. Once written, the
script is memorized and Doc never
looks at it during the broadcast.

SHEILA BARRETT
show, "The Time of Your Life,” ln
the early fall on NBC Sunday nights
at 5:30 p.m. Starring with her will
be Joe Rincs and his orchestra.
Graham McNamee and weekly guest
stars who, with a quartette, will hold
down the singing assignments.
Peter Van Stccden Is now enjoying
an opportunity to display his skill in

Werner Janssen thinks it's ini'
portant not to
have a studio
audience at his
new series of
Sunday night
programs of pop
ular and modern
music. Grace
Moore was the
only b i g time
broadcast from
Hollywood this
Spring to work
without a visible
audience, but
Janssen has
taken over tho
idea.
” erner Janssen

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers

CIGARETTE

93 Exchange Street

OLD GOLD

Maine

Portland,
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
■
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Fred Cheyne rejoined the staff of
the Central Fire Station today, hav
ing successfully wound up hls an
nual vacation. Percy Dinsmore is
now a member of the rusticator as
sociation.

1937

1

WT*'
“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY”
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Daylight Saving Time
MONDAY-TUESDAY, JULY' 19-SO
Evenings 7 and 9

“Kid Galahad”

TALK OF THE TOWN

BETTE DAVIS and
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
ALso Metro "Special Short Subject
“SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE”

GOLD MINE AT SWAN’S ISLAND
Was Among Thrills of Sunday ExcursionistsMemoirs of The Bodwell

The presence of the aircraft carrier
Yorktown in |Rockland harbor is a
boon to local merchants, especially
those who deal in souvenirs. Mer
The certain promise of a "scorcher”
chants have been keeping late hours was held in Sunday morning's bril
to accommodate the rush.
liant golden sun and it was with a
genuine sense of relief the excur
Mrs Gladys Heistad was soloist
sionists on the Steamer North Ha
at the First Baptist Church Sunday
ven heard Capt. Lester Kent signal
morning. While Mrs. Elsa Constan
tine is having a fortnight’s vacation
Miss Margaret Stahl is officiating
as organist.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21
BANK NIGHT
Evening at Seven and Nine

A 500-pound tuna flsh, caught in Cries loaned their truck and driver
Charles Harvey’s weir was sold to to take him and his car to Portland.
The boy did not win a prize, but had
Rodney E. Feyler.
the thrill of his life. With the local
Mark Island Point beacon between ’ en^rV went George Thurston, who
Mark Island and Robinson Rock has not only had charge of the trans
portation for the Cries, but who was
been painted black.
supplied with a ten-dollar bill by the
Quaker Stages buses have resumed head of the firm “to spend on the
their regular trips. Paramount Res kids.”
taurant is the sole agent in this
Auxiliary to Anderson
Camp
city.
S.U.V. has announced the following
George A. Achorn, one of the vet committees for the annual fair to be
eran members of the Burpee Furni held sometime in the fall: Aprons,
ture Co. staff is having his annual Mrs. Carrie Wlnchenbaugh, Mrs.
vacation.
Nellie Achorn and Mrs. Gladys
Thomas; candy, Mrs. Velma Marsh,
F. L. Clark, the local Fuller brush
i Marion Vinal and Mrs. Evangeline
„ __ „ ___ _
[Sylvester; utility, Mrs. Elizabeth
factory. He won a trip to the in
Gregory and Evangeline Murray;
stitution.
White. Elephant. Mrs. Mae Reed.
Donald L. Karl of the Post Office Mrs. Beulah Larrabee and Mrs. Mar
staff has completed his 15 days vaca guerite Johnson; vegetables, Mrs.
tion which he spent oleasantly at Elizabeth Murray, Mrs. Minnie Smith,
his Megunticook Lake cottage.
|Mrs’ EveIyn St C1311-: t*8110’ Mrs
_____
Gladys Murphy, Miss Ruth Rogers
- Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pas-,and Miss Ruth Thomas; supper,
tor of the First Baptist Church .M1*- Mae Cross, general chairman;
sailed Saturday from New York on i Mrs. Stella McRae, Mrs. Josephine
the steamship Rex, bound for the Lothrop.
Holy Land. Mrs. MacDonald accom
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, chairman of
panied him to New York.
the Commercial display for the sum
Arthur L. Omc. who figured in a mer Flower Show, has met with her
critical automobile accident last attractive young committee members
week was downtown yesterday with to discuss their plans. Within the
a liberally bandaged forehead, but next two weeks all merchants of
otherwise looking none the worse Rockland, Camden, and Thomaston
for hls encounter, and was feeling will be asked to enter the display.
well enough to face an encounter Two grand first prizes have been
with his dentist.
generously offered for this effort by
The Courler-Oazette and the Cam
Will the lady who called 141-W den Herald—a quarter page of free
Saturday p. m. about buffet for sale, advertising for any date. Tlie offi
please call again; phone was noisy cers of the Garden Club feel that the
and could not hear.—adv.
♦
merchants of the towns will receive
the ladles and listen to their inter
If you are looking for a beautiful esting story. The members of the
spot for a family or party picnic commercial display committee to
come down to Pleasant Point. Tables, approach the merchants are: Mrs.
cold drinks and coffee furnished at Edward Lawrence, 2d. Mrs. Lawrence
reasonable prices, also garage, cot Shutc, Mrs. Arnold Nelson, Miss Vir
tage for rent or shelter in case of ginia Snow. Miss Eleanor Bird, Miss
showers. No liquor allowed. Ask Mary Kennedy, Miss Katherine
direction to the Mrs. Edith Stevens Veazie, Miss Catherine Black. Miss
place.
85-89 Nancy Snow. Miss Patricia Allen and
Miss Katherine Delano.

NOTICE!

Having bought [the blueberries of
Another popular ladies’ night Wed
Frank Farrand on the Tolman Farm on nesday, July 21 at the Elks. Danc
Dodges Mountain, notice is hereby given
that all trespassers and berrypickers ing begins at 9 p. m.—adv.
will he prosecuted according to law.
This also applies to my farm on Dodges
Mountain.
P. T. A. Carnival at Stenger’s
S. RUOHOMAA.
86*87 Wharf, Friendship, Thursday July

22, afternoon and evening. If stormy,
next fair day—adv.

Ambulance Service

BURPEES
Mortician*
TELS. 450 AND 781-1

ROCKLAND
119-tf

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD
Without Laxatives*—and You II Eat
Everything from Soup to Nuts

The Momieh should digest two pounds of food
dally. When )• ett heavy, greaiy, coarse or
rich foods or when you are nervous, hurried or
chew poorly—your stomach poura out too much
fluid. Your fuud doesn't digest and you have
fas. heartburn, nausea, pain or eour stomach.
You feel sour, «1< k and upset all over.
Doctors say never take a laxative for stomach
ialn. It la dangerous and foolish. It takea those
Ittie black tablets celled Bell-ans for Indigestion
to make the eicesi stomach fluids barmleea. re
lieve distress in 5 minutes and put you back on
your feet. Belief is to quick it la amazing and
one 25c package proves it. Ask for Bell-ana for
Iniill'lllw. 8.14 .i.rprtwa. (0) Btll * Oa M|t.

f

White Suits

precious metal from the ore lead to
the abandonment of the project.
The large granite works, now silent
and marked with rusting equipment
pointed to other and busier days.
After leaving Minturn a swing

TO CLOSE OUT
ALL OF OUR BETTER SUITS
"WINGSTRUT’’ CONGO CLOTH, ETC.

Sizes 14 to 20 only
Regular $7.95, to close—

The second annual public field day

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
sponsored by the Canoe City Fish &
July 20—Waldoboro—Lawn party of
Game Association of Orono will be
Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge at Crosby K.
“Riding On Air”
Waltz grounds.
held at Lakeside Landing. Pushaw
July 21—Ladles’ Night at the Elks
JOE E. BROWN
Pond next Sunday, and a very inter
Home
also
July 21—Waldoboro—Past Grand and
“THIRST AID" with Joe Palooka esting program has been arranged.
Past Noble Grand Association ot KnoxLlncoln Counties meets with Mrs. Clar
Beanhole beans and coffee will be
ence Benner.
niURSDAY'-TOIDAY, JULY 22-23 furnished.
July 22—Friendship—Carnival, aus
Evening at Seven and Nine
pices Parent-Teacher Ass’n.
July 23—Warren—Bl-centennlal annl
Rockland's smart ball team, the
“This Is My Affair”
versary ball at Glover hall.
July 24—Thomaston—Annual meeting
Pirates, will play in Thomaston to
BARBARA
STANWYCK
of Knox Memorial Association; open
night. hoping to start the second half
VICTOR McLAGLEN
house at “Montpelier.”
July 25—Waldoboro—Eentertainment
and ROBERT TAYLOR season of the Knox Twilight League
ln Methodist Church by Junior Students'
more auspiciously than the old Rock
League.
July 27—Camden—Garden Club and
The brick masons are doing quick land team did. The League is much
flower show at Opera House.
work with the Court House extension. faster than for several seasons, and
July 28—Downle Brothers’ Circus.
July 28 — Rockport — Fair of Baptist
Ladles Circle.
I Anderson Camp Auxiliary holds a the fans who do not attend are miss
ing something good.
July 28— (7.451 Thomaston—Baptist
Church annual supper and concert.
beano party at Grand Army hall to
July 29—Waldoboro—Annual fair of
night with Mrs. Gladys Murphy as
Susannah Wesley Society.
CHAMPIONSHIP AT STAKE
July 29—Tenants Harbor—Fair of hostess.
\
Puritan Rebekah Lodge.
July 30—Reunion of the class of 1904.
The rubber game to decide
Rockland High School at the Heistad
Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F. will hold its
home ln Rockport.
whether
Thomaston or St. George
Aug. 1—Stonington—Dedication of annual picnic at Spruce Head Island
new American Legion home.
Sunday.
All
Odd
Fellows
and
Re

won
the
championship of the first
Aug 3—Lawn party of St. Bernard*
Parish, corner Broadway and Main bekahs and their families and friends
half
season
of the Knox Twilight
street.
Aug. 4-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta. are invited. Barnyard golf, swim
League will be played at Com
Aug 5—Bangor News' Amateur boxing ming. fishing and soft ball are some
tournament In Rockland.
munity Park Sunday afternoon,
Aug 8—Townsend Club clam bake at of the sports planned by the commit
Oakland Park.
Aug. 1. Charles C. Wotton and
tee.
Those
attending
will
take
pic

Aug 10—Rockport—Open meeting of
Garden Club at Miss Marlon Weidman's. nic lunch. Steamed clams will be
Ralph W. Fowler have been desig
Aug. 10—Glen Cov«—Field Day of
furnished by the lodge. Take your nated as umpires.
District 12. O.E.S. at Orange hall.
Aug. 10—Reunion of Rockland High own drinks with lunch, or drinks may
School Class of 1912 at Camden Yacht
be bought at a store near the grounds.
Club.
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, pastor of the
Aug. 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
Follow the road to Spruce Head and
Aug. 11—Martinsville—Fair of Ladles
across the bridge to the Island, turn Congregational Church, is at Fort
Circle at Grange hall.
Ethan jAllen, (Vt., for ,two weeks’
Aug. 16—Maine's Special Election.
Aug. 17—Rockland Garden Club Flow right at the Allard Lobster sign.
training with his regiment, the 152d
er Show.
Aug 18-19—Thomaston—Annual Le
Field Artillery. Mr. Olds is chap
One of the cars which participated
gion Fair of Wllllams-Brazler Post.
Aug. 19—State Field Meeting of Knox in the Soap Box Derby in Portland lain of the regiment, and will be ab
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy
sent from hls pulpit next Sunday
first pleasant day.
last Saturday is on exhibition at
only . Prof. Marion J. Bradshaw of
Aug. 19—Warren—Annual mid-summer
H. H. Crie & Co.’s hardware store.
concert at Baptist Church.
Bangor Theological Seminary will
Aug 21—Camden—Fire Department It is owned by Albert Mills, whose
preach In (Mr. Olds’ place at the Con
Field Day.
Aug 24 — Annual meeting Three- father is employed by the Bicknell gregational Church next Sunday,
Quarter Century Club in Ellsworth.
Manufacturing Co. In order that the
Aug
26—Waldoboro—Garden
Club
July 25.
lad might take part in the big show
flower show
Sept. 6—Labor Day.
(it was watched by 8000 persons) the

361-385 MAIN SI.
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$5.95
Regular $9.75, to close—

$7.50
Regular $12.75, to close—

$10.00

'

Regular $14.95, to close—
"We saw the wreck of the Bodwell of beloved memory.'

' 9

$10.00

was made through Atlantic where
many fine homes overlook the har
A few Leather Coats slightly faded from window, 25 £ Off
bor. An Interesting fact appeared
with the passing of the home occu
pied by Rev. George M. Bailey, for
* SENTER CRANE
it was 47 years ago that he made his
[ initial appearance on Swan's Island
dock appeared the nose of the North a callow youth of 17. first pastor of
EDWARD 11. KELLEY
Haven’s handsome and more grace the then new Methodist Church.
ful, though less broad shouldered Now, nearly five decades later, after
Edward Havener Kelley, 67, at one
having lived a busy life in the large time editor of the Rockland Daily
sister ship, steamer W. S. White.
The two boats kept in close com centers, the restful summer months Star, died in a Bangor Hospital Sun
pany until thelr divergent courses find him once more engaged in his day. The funeral services will be
drew them apart, for they are even labor of love among the island folk held in St. John's Universalist Church
ly matched ln speed. By the *lme of the Methodist and Baptist Orono. Wednesday afternoon at 2
the North Haven’s passengers were Churches.
o'clock.
• e • •
commenting on the ancient “monuHe was a native of Belfast. After
I ment” the White was looking very Back once more aboard the steam graduating from Belfast High School,
small indeed on her way to Carver's er lowering tide sent interest a hun he entered the University of Maine,
dred yards across the harbor to the majoring in agriculture. He gradu
Harbor
spot where lay the remains of the ated with the class of 1890, highest
• • • •
The Thoroughfare was peculiarly burned steamer Gov. Bodwell of be ranking student in his course.
beautiful in the fresh morning with loved memory. Crew members tell
His first work after graduation was
numberless craft of all sizes bearing the story of the last flamelit sail of as city editor of the Bangor Dailyspectacular testimony that North the famous old boat with real feeling. News and assistant editor of the In- '
Haven is having that delightful ex Oftentimes at low drean tides the dustrial Journal. Seeking a larger
perience commonly termed "a good stern of the wreck is well out of field he went to New York, continu
summer.” The run across the East water on the Atlantic side.
ing in newspaper work as news re
ern Bay was a joy, flat calm with the The homeward trip started at 3.15 porter on the Evening World and
spice of a slow’ old ground swell to with an augmented passenger list in News Bureau, later going to the Ro
Maine's 1938 motor vehicle regis give the ship life and a cool salt cluding the good natured but highly anoke, (Va.) Daily News, and as
tration plates will have green nu air that brought out wraps in some vocal Major Glendenning of Rock Washing, on correspondent of the
land and Swan’s Island. Smooth Bangor Daily Commercial.
merals and letters against an alum cases.
inum colored background. Secretary Moose Island took the minds of seas glorious afternoon sunshine and
Returning to Maine in 1896, he
of State Frederick Robie said he had many back to the adventurous J. T. much snapping of cameras marked was on the staff of the Commercial
definitely decided on that color corn- Morse and Crotch Island appeared the trip to Stonington, and on the for six years; for three years as manbination for next year's plates, which wry busy indeed. Tug Eugenie Spof- dock stood the answer to the morn aging editor. After a time in the in
will be manufactured at the State ford was hauled out for a minor sur- ing’s conundrum, the burly blue clad surance and other business he was
Prlson. White letter and numerals I Sical operation and the venerable form of Reuben Cousins, but a appointed assistant purchasing agent
against a green background consti schooner Annie & Reuben lay in the strangely dignified and inactive of the University, which position he
tuted the color scheme of the 1937 stream deep with cut stone. At the Reuben. Query developed the infor- held at the time of his death.
Stonington wharf something was rnation that his unwonted absence of
plates.
During his connection with the !
definitely missing but we didn't dis- I the morning had been occasioned by Commercial he lived in Brewer and
Representative Cleveland Sleeper cover what it was until The return \a 10-day battle with a “crick in his was elected an alderman of that city
back. Crick or no crick, the famous for three terms.
entertained the Kiwanis Club last landing.
night with his very interesting talk
The hour sail through the rugged. Cousins smile was in evidence,
From 1905 to 1909, he was Military 1 i
on “Blue Coal.” It was Interesting island strewn thoroughfares to At North Haven the entire com- Secretary on the staff of Oovernor
ROCKLAND, MAINE
310 MAIN STREET,
to see how a man could talk for a Swan's Island was of indescribable Munity appeared to be on the wharf William T. Cobb with rank of Major.
86-87 i
half hourabout hisown business and . charm and the boats arrival at the [ °r scooting about the Thoroughfare
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Caro
not do anyadvertising. Theaccount I mouth of the picturesque harbor was in motor boats or small sailing craft lyn Barstow Kelley; two sons, Irv
of his trip through the mines and the signal for the gathering of an wlth weirdly colored canvas. Off ing Barstow Kelley, U. of M., '26, of j
breakers of Scranton and Wilkes- interested throng at the wharf. Im Rockland Breakwater the majestic Auburndale, Mass.; and Edward G.
Barre, Penn, was very interesting. mediate adjournment was made over [ US.S. Yorktown dwarfed our steam- Kelley, U. of M . '29. of Springfield,
Visiting Kiwanians were Dr. P. L. tarred road to the new Stinson House er
Pigmy size and then as Pa.
Russell of Hagerstown, Mil., Levi where an excellent lobster dinner was tlle North Haven plowed a glass
smooth sea toward Tillson's Wharf
Williams. Immediate Past Governor served at a modest fee
FLORENCE A. KEENE
and the setting sun Capt. Kent
of the Ninth District; Judge Robert
After a brief illness Mrs. Florence
Cony of Augusta; Frank Witham of ; A most happy surprise came with [pulled on the whistle lanyard for a A Keene died Saturday at her home
Augusta; Frank Mansur of Augusta the appearance of Capt. Kent ar.d [last romantic touch, for the deep 170 Camden street. The deceased
and Captain Victor Brown of New his shiny Chevrolet, presaging a most [throated whistle of the North Haven was 83 years of age, and widow of
enjoyable motor tour of all sections \ is the voice of the Gov. Bodwell Isaac B. Keene, who died in 1916.
buryport, Mass.
of the 11 mile island. Not the least "thich has echoed over Penobscot
She was born in Sedgwick, daugh
Painting, inside and out. whiten amazing thing was the excellence of B®y waters since 1893, first rescued ter of Isaac and Abbie Joyce Marks.
ing, paperhanging etc. expertly done the network of roads The island Is jfrom the sea when the Bodwell lay Prior to coming to Rockland 20 years
by Forest Hatch, tel. 585-W, at 114 one of rare beauty with the beauti- [a sunken wreck on the spindle ledge ago. she lived in Rockville.
Pleasant street.
86*88
ful hills of Mount Desert and the at the mouth of Swan's Island HarThis beautiful clean resort is open for the sea
She was a member of the First
haze of the open sea for background, jtMr, and later salvaged from the Baptist church, and up to a very
son, on Route 1, between Warren
Much of the scenery is of forest land | blackened wreckage of her final rest- short time ago was a regular at
SOMERVILLE
and Thomaston
in its wildest state with snug farms [ :n8 place.
J. M. Arenson
tendant at the services. She was
-adv.
Bert Whipple of Union called Sun and well kept homes at frequent in
also a member of Golden Rod Chap
BOATING
BATHING
FISHING
tervals.
day on Robert Jones.
ter. Order of Eastern Star. The only
Splendid short afternoon excurA
visit
was
made
to
the
famous
survivor is a grandsdn, Walter Keene
S. L. Bartlett visited Sunday with
PICNIC TABLES
PURE WATER
Swan's Island gold mine which op- Isions are offered dally by both these of Melrose, Mass. Services will be
his daughter Irene Jones in Wind
erated a few decades ago and raised ,boats’ leaving Tillson’s Wharf at 3.15, in the First Baptist Church this aft
LIGHT LUNCHES
SANDWICHES
sor.
islanders’ hopes to a high peak only steamer North Haven going to ernoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. William J.
Miss Celia Jones of Nobleboro spent
to drop to the vanishing point when Stonington and return, steamer Day officiating. Interment will be
ICE CREAM
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
the high cost of extracting the White to Vinalhaven and return, ln Rockville.
Mrs. R. Jones.
FREE PARKING
GOOD ROAD
both boats crossing the bay in the
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hilt of Union
beautiful early evening.
were guests Sunday of Frank Hisler.
Clinton Overlock of Warren was a
BORN
caller Sunday afternoon on friends
NAUM—At Knox Hospital. July 16. to
Mr. and Mrs. Vasker L. Naum, twins,
here.
$65.00
boy and girl.
(’ash, Terms, Trade LOVEJOY-----At Rum/ord. July 6. to
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Briggs and
Choice of Mountings
Mr and Mrs Theodore Lovejoy (Doris
family and Miss Edith Hodgkins were
o
o
Payson! a son. Theodore
business visitors Saturday in Gardi
Fire
White
Stone
Weighing
ner.
DIED
One-half Karat
Miss Thelma Griffin and mother
ALDEN—At Thomaston. July 20. Dr. 1
Those few hot days we had last week certainly
Eben Alden, aged 85 years. Funeral
of East Orange, N. J. called Sunday
Friday at 2 30 p. m. from residence. | AMBULANCE SERVICE
started
a call for Summer Clothing and we were glad
at the R. Jones' residence.
HICK MORE At Denver. Colo., July 18. I
JEWELER
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown and }
we
had
the goods. Come in and let us help you.
Frank Blckmore. formerly of Tenants
OPP. STRAND THEATRE
Harbor, aged 73* years
children and »Waneta. Peaslee mo- !
ROCKLAND, ME.
MANK—At South Portland. July 17.
THIN SUMMER UNION SUITS .................................... 50c, 75c, $1.40
tored Sunday to the Desert of Maine i
Richard C., son of Mr and Mr.s Irvllle
SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ..........
50c, 75c
TEL. 662
Mank. aged 6 years. Funeral at Waldo
In Freeport.
boro Tuesday at 2 o’clock daylight at
ATHLETIC SHIRTS OR SHORTS ........... ........................
25c, 35c
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
Several from this locality attend
the residence of Herbert E. Mank
SUMMER DRESS SHIRTS .......................................... . $1.00, $1.50
98tf
Interment ln North Warren.
POLO SHIRTS ........................................................................................... 50c. $1,011
ed the circus Friday in Augusta.
SLACKS (COTTON PANTS) ............................................. SIM $1.98
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Guests Friday of Mrs. Caro Turner
Notice is hereby given that the Board
DRESS PANTS ..............................-................................... $3.00, $3.75
were Miss Helen Regan of New York.
BUY
of Registration will be ln session at thelr
PANT OVERALLS .......................... ......... ......................... $1.00, $1.25
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Turner and fam
OVERALLS ........ .................................... ......... $1.00, $1.35, $1.50. $1.75
revising and correcting the voting lists
of the City. The sessions will be held
ily of Augusta, Ethel Turner of Port
WORK PANTS .................................................................... $1.50, $1.98
Aug 5. 6. 7, 9, 10. 11. 12. 13. 14 and 16
SWEATERS .................................... .................. ........ $1.00, $1.98. $3.00
land accompanied by brother, two
from 9 a. m . to 1 p. m.. and from
BOYS' SHORT PANTS .................................................. 59c, 79c. $1.00
3 p. m. to 5 p. m and from 7 p. m. to
sisters and mother and Mr. and Mrs.
PASSENGER—TRUCK
9 p m. Standard Time. As the last three
BOYS’ COTTON KNICKERS ........................ .............. .............. 98c
of said session arc for the purpose
Archie Rhodes and son of Winslow. ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT days
CHILDREN’S W ASH SUITS
................................. 75c. $1.00, $1.50
of verifying said lists and to complete
Eugene Philbrick of Rockland
and close up the records of the sesslrn.
NEW
TIRES
AND
no
names
will
be
added
to
or
stricken
made a call Sunday on friends here.
Get into the habit of calUng upon u> for your needs in the way
from said lists on said davs The Board
of Men's and Boys' Furnishings, and we can save you money.
will also be ln session all day election
Mrs. Marion E. Brown and chil
TUBES
day.
dren visited Tuesday evening with
No applications for ‘Absent Voting or
Physical Incapacity Ballots,” will be ap
Mrs. Charles Malaney ln Whitefield.
proved after five o'clock ln the after
Mr. and Mrs Ed Wadleigh of Bel
noon of the last day of said session
ROCKLAND
RANKIN
ST„
By order of the Board of Registration.
grade were business visitors Monday
JOHN E DOHERTY. Chairman
9&EOT-tf
at Harry Percival's

the engine room and send the ship
sliding silently out of its Tillson's
wharf berth.
Almost instantly came the cool,
virile breath of the sea as the ship
gathered way after the turn, and
around the southern corner of the

Regular $5
Models
Now

POLLY

PRESTON

SANDY SHORES OPEN

DIAMOND SPECIAL

C.E. MORSE

Russell Funeral Home

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES
MILLER’S GARAGE

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated

WILLIS AYER

Every-OtKer-Day
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VINALHAVEN

A DAIRYMAN'S SHOW

Delicious and Convenient

rm a v in au

Corinna Selected As Place For Hold
ing the First Exhibition

SALADA
TEA-BAGS

Maine's moolie cows and bullie
cows and the men who own them
will have their big days on the farm
of Fred Nutter at Corinna. sometime
in August. Commissioner Washburn,
state agricultural chief, lias an
nounced plans for the first state
wide dairyman's show to be spon
sored by his department and the va
rious dairy organizations
The
Maine Development Commiss.on will
cc -operate to help make Hi's event
something to talk about.
From ?. sections of the S'.ite will
come p.'i’c members of
uminc
[tubes There will be big oi.es and
I little ones, lat ones and '•an ur.es.
. but all boasting some feature that
I stamps tlier1 as among the best dairy
, stock in the Nation. It will be - parade of thoroughbreds from first to
i last and will demonstrate that Maine
i can raise champion cows as well as
potatoes, blueberries, com, fish and
other products.
"Many famous animals will be
, there, and we are going to try to
I make this a real show.” said the
! Commissioner. Its main purposes
are to promote greater co-operation
among the dairymen and to assemble
our best cattle for the skeptics to be
amazed at and the boosters to ad. mire."—Dick Reed.

411

1 cousin, Mrs. Emeline Esancy. Other
recent visitors there Included Mr. and
The boys have arrived at Camp Mrs. Harry Merrill of Windsor Mr,
Abenakis on the east shore and Bel- and Mrs. Howard Merrill of East Vas
burn on the west. The Ionta Health salboro, Mr. and Mrs Ralph Small
Camp for girls opened July 7 as usual. and Mrs. Carlotta Fellows of Augusta.

SOUTH CHINA

Mrs. Ralph Esancy and children
spent Sunday with her parents in
Windsor. Ralph Esancy and her
brother Florentine Merrill were visi
tors Sunday in Warren.
Fred Crossman is ill.
Miss Maxine Abbott of Albion is
assisting Mrs. Lila Ladd at the Cabins.
Dr. Rufus Jones is conducting the
Sunday morning services at Com
munity Church during the month of
July.
Mrs. W. J Thompson has returned
from the Augusta General Hospital.
James Caswell of Augusta was a
recent caller at the home of his

Visitors Sunday at Herbert Esancy’s
were Mrs. Esancy's mother. Mrs.
Eleanor Payson of Hope. Mrs. Alice
Marriner, Mrs. Marion Libby and son
Raymond Libby and Mrs. Libby of
■ Lincolnville, Mr. and Mrs. William
Ring of Warren, Mr and Mrs. Ardelle
Bump and daughter Joyce of China,
George Miller, sister Bertha and niece
Janice of Burkettvllle. Mrs. Muriel
Randall of Providence. Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Fitzgerald and family Augusta
' road, and Mrs. Theda Boynton of
Windsor.
South China Grange has recessed
until Aug. 18

."■IrajzrBrzjzrejzjzjazrzrararajzjzjzizrejzrajirajHrajzjzjzjzrzJZJZJZ-'ajBrzjcJBizn zrzrar ZJZJ^JzrejzrgRrzizr?;a

LIKE A SHOWER ON A HOT DAY/

Point Up Summer Menus With Salad Spears

An open air concert will be given [
tonight at the band stand by the Vi
nalhaven Band.
4
6
2
1
3
5
b
7
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Littlefield and son
oi Wollaston. Mass., arrived Saturday.
19
IO
n
Miss Laura Shed of Portland U
guest of her niece, Mrs. L. W. San
lb
W 13
W 15
ll
born.
B
W
Mrs. Lillian Libby returned Satur- ]
20
lb
19
IT
day from Newton Highland, Mass.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith arrived
14
IS
ll
from ,Augusta for a week's vacation in
town.
15
2.7 1?)
lb
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Oalderwood and [
daughter of Gardiner are guests of j
W 30
his father. Clinton Calderwood.
32
w 33
35 3b
3
34
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snowman of j
SB
Claremont, N. H., are visiting rela
MO
Ml
3b 39
37
tives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark of South
m4
M3
Ml
Portland are at the home of her par- i
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson.
sss Mb 4?
4B M9 W 50
45
Mrs. Maude Pillsbury and daughter
[
w
Janice of Thomaston are visitors at j
1
54
53
52
51
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest's.
There's a point to this story oi banana and pineapple spears)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Proctor of Bos
I
5b
r
55
IQUE your appetite and peak up Individual salad plate, crossing ons
ton are guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
!
your reputation—take a peek at quarter over the other Cut through
Sanborn.
tbe picture shown above—and perk one side of a slice ot pineapple and
up your meals with this banana and twist Into S-shape; stand pineapple
Rehearsals are being held for a min
I
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
slice upright across quartered ba
pineapple salad
14-River in England
strel
show to be presented at an early
44- First woman
1-Twinkle
'
Bananas are popular all the year nana "speara.” Place a cluster of
16-Eft
45- Myself
5-Part of the feet
date by Union Church choir. The end
'round, but seem to rise tn popular cherries beside tbe banana, gar
13-Those who barter
9-American naturalist 46- A firearm (pi.)
men are David Duncan. G. Ernest
ity with the rise In temperature, nish with mint. Serve with French
20-Girl't name
10-Protective covering 50- Suffix to form past
they're so cool to eat. so easy to dressing or whipped cream mayon
Arey. Harry L. Coombs, O. V. Drew.
22- Make amends for
tense
12- Preposition
prepare! Thia salad ensemble in naise.
51- Tread heavily upon 23- Choicest part of
13- Large boat
Cora Peterson, Flavilla Anderson.
(our tones, pictured above offers
society
53-Written an a
. . , And a New Dreaaingl
15-Upon
Eleanor Conway and Carolyn Dyer.
you Juicy pineapple spears, creamy
26-Prefix. With
17-Small lump of butter
machine
Three
minutes
to
make
it
—
and
points of ripe banana, ruddy, rich
Mrs. Inez Conant returned Satur
55- Mountains in Europe 23-Note in Cuido'a
19- A thoroughfare
cherries and fresh green mint! It's even your "regular" fruit salad be
scale
56- Oceans
(abbr.)
day from, Rockland.
comes
a
"chef's
salad"
when
you
•11 served on a bright blue plate—
31- Feign
20- Corroded
serve
it
with
Banana
Cream
Dress

Miss
Louise
Hardison
and
friend
of
and notice tbe "corking" new table ing To make It slice 4 ripe ba
32- Dogma
VERTICAL
21- A title
University of Maine summer school
mat!
33- Segment
22- Worship
nana into a bowl and beat until
35- Existed
are guests of Miss Hardison's mother
1- You and I
24- Condensed moisture
Conquer with "Spears"
creamy. Add % cup unwhlpped
36- Traveled swiftly
2- Pronoun
25- Perform
To assemble your own salad en heavy cream and whip until stiff.
Mrs Lora Hardison
39- Talks hesitatingly
3- Used inmegatlon
27-Smallest
semble, just cut a peeled ripe ba Add H cup mayonnaise and 1 tea
Miss Ethelyn Strickland passed Sun- | 29- To consign to death 4- To work dough
40- Goes with a steady,
nana lengthwise into quarters. spoon salt to taste. Makes about
jogging pace
day with 'her aunt, Mrs. L. R Smith.
5- Mcre gentle
30- Small stream
Place two of tbe quarters on each 1 cup.
46-Chum
6- Open (Poet.)
Mrs. Helen Moody of Melrose. Mass., [ 31- Austere
47- Mischevous child
7- Make a mistake
is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clin- [ 34-Flaps
48- Solution leached
8- Very
37- Pronoun
ROCKPORT
ton Teele on a visit.
from ashes
9- Spot
38- Excite
49- Mineral spring
11- Observes
Mrs. Earl Coe who has been guests [ 41- Pinch
! Mrs. Alice Bettencourt and son ’ _
,
52-Egyptian god
12- Altar end of a
42- Answer (abbr.)
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
51-Plural s Fix
church
Robert are visiting her sister Mrs Vinalhaven Pitcher Lets the
43- lrregular (abbr.)
Coombs,
has
returned
to
Boonton,
1
Mabel Silva in Vineyard Haven. Mass
Camden Shells Down With N. J.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Rev and Mrs. Zebedee Andrews
Two Unearned Runs
Miss Avis Johnson of Boston is
NEW
HARBOR
and son Max of Randolph Were
•1
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W Y Fossett.
j guests Monday at the home of Miss
H. Patrick's Chiefs, with Phil Brown
Miss Mabel Erickson of Boston was
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Detwilier
Marion Weidman.
the sensational young southpaw, set in town for the weekend.
of Carnegie Hall. N Y., are at thel
Frank Rider was at home from the Camden Shells down with three
Miss Frances McArthur of Boston Gosnold Arms for the season.
North Haven over the weekend.
scratchy hits, winning by a score of spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Elizabeth Gardner and son
Everett Pitts has returned to
Robert of Hingham. Mass., are oc-1
6 to 2. The two Camden runs were R. Mont Arey.
Framingham. Mass., after a short
Mrs. Grace Wier of Boston was re cupying the cottage at the wharf for
unearned, as two infleld errors let
I visit with his family.
cent guest of her brothers, Fred the summer.
Commander Howard A. Tribou. them in. Brown had the boys popping Grimes and Frank Grimes.
R S. Towassend was in Boothbay!
US.N.. Medical Corps was at home them up all through the game.
Miss Mamie West who has been at last Tuesday on business.
“Foggy" Bennett also gave a fine Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett's, returned
from Portsmouth, N H., to spend the
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Richmond
weekend with his mother. Mrs. Nancy performance on the mound and de Saturday to Roslindale. Mass.
[and two children of New York city-1
served a better fate, his teammates
J. Tribou.
Miss Elizabeth Gray is home from are spending a week with Mrs Ro-1
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey being quite shaky behind him. Ben St. Barnabas Hospital. Portland, for sanna Osier.
returned Friday from Portland where nett's slants were working wonder two weeks' vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D Sullivan qf ing two weeks with her sister Mrs. M.
Misses Jane Libby and Freda Neit- Boston will arrive at The Savage B. Ross at the Ross cottage,
Capt. Torrey has been receiving fully and the Chiefs had a hard time
) connecting. Guilford, the depend- hammer entertdined at a tea party soon.
; treatment at the Naval Hospital.]
j Miss Bernice Genthner of WaldoMr. and Mrs. J. E. Mosher are en- j boro
.•pendir.- the summer with
The Grabbs of New York have-br- ; able second sacker. solved him for a Friday afternoon Mrs. Ralph 'Earle of
Philadelphia. Mrs. Helen Moody of tertaining friends from Detroit. Mich, her sister Mrs. Herbert Loud.
rived to spend a second season at double and two singles.
The fielding gem of the day was Melrose. Mass., and Mrs. V. S. Walsh
Miss Miriam Young has employCongratulations are extended •o
, the Shepherd cottage.
J turned in by Lord in the fifth. of ^Auburndale, Mass.
ment
at
the
Cheequers
cottage.
Mr
and Mrs. Edwin Blaisdell on their
Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood were
I Brown hit a bounder through the
Union Church Circle will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kelsey and recent marriage.
j guests Monday of friends in Sears
. box.. Lord dashed to his left mak- Thursday and serve supper at the daughter Carolyn were callers Mon
Dr and Mrs. Herbert Cronin and
port.
' ing a peach of a stop and throwing vestry at 5,30. )
day night at W. A. Gilbert’s.
family of Cambridge, Mass., are oc
Miss Priscilla Tobin of Boston is
, out his man at flrst.
Miss Maude Grant who has been
Mrs. Alice Chutter and daughter cupying the Prentice House for the
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W A.
In the sixth Vinalhaven scored two visiting in Rockland and Ash Point, Elaine of Hartford. Conn., are pass- i summer.
Luce for the season.
runs without getting a hit, two errors, returned Friday.
Mrs. Kenneth Jarvis went to Rum
a passed ball, a wild pitch, and a
ford Sunday to spend a week with
base on balls, furnished the Chiefs
I her son-in-law and daughter Mr.
WALDOBORO
with two tallies.
and Mrs. Theodore Lovejoy and to
from Aroma to Zest,
Next Sunday the Vinalhaven fans
Miss Gladys Hastings of Somer
make the acquaintance of her new
have a chance to see North Vassal ville. Mass., is visiting her aunt. Miss
| grandson. Theodore.
Mrs. Bernice 'Sylvester) Wilbur boro play the Chiefs. This is the Elizabeth Genthner.
Mrs. Maybelle H. Brown of Water
and daughter of Long Island. N Y., team, as probably everyone remem
' were guests Saturday of Mrs Her- bers. that played a 17-inning game ville was at Mrs. J. T Gay's Sunday.
Clicquot Club has been America's favorite
here two years ago which the Chiefs
i bert Coates.
Robert Somes has been visiting
for over fifty years, and it's still the best
won 5 to 4. All North Haven fans want
relatives in Wollaston. Mass.
ginger ale made. Pure. Refreshing. Spar
to be on hand to see this game.
Grammar School Band
kling with carbonation.
Prof. Jaspel J. Stahl is a patient at
The score:
the
Maine
General
Hospital.
Portland.
Much Interest is manifested in the
Chiefs
1,44*’
Miss Faye M. Keene has been pass
ab r bh po a
formation of a Rockport Grammar
ing a week in Northfield. Mass. Miss
j School band. Already 33 have en Swanson, If .......... 4
PALE DRY
GOLDEN
Jessie Keene and Miss Julia Kaler
Lyford, cf............... 4
rolled. many of the Instruments have
GINGER
ALE
have been on a motor trip to Calais.
Erickson, c.............. 3
arrived (the balance expected this Guilford, 2b............ 4
IN FULL, 16-OUNCI PINTS ANO FULL, 32-OUNCI QUARTS
week) and individual lessons have Woodcock, ss ......... 4
From Across The Sea
started under the direction of Clar Anderson, rf ......... 4
A unique entertainment will be giv
ence Pish, who will serve in the ca Haskell, 3b ............ 1
en Sunday night in the Methodist
Alley. 3b................. 2
pacity of band leader.
Church. It is to be presented by the
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
A. Patrick, lb........ 4
1 13
The personnel to date is: Clarinets,
Junior Students' League consisting of
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON.
Brown, p................. 3
0
0
Barbara Waldron, Beatrice Marston.
representatives of 11 nations. They
ISLE AU HAUT. SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Lucille Dean. Norma Hoyle. Barbara
have held 3500 services in 14 years,
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
33 6 7 27 11 3
Colby. Constance Lane. Phyllis Carle
(Eastern Standard Time)
visiting every State, Canada and
Shells
ton, Jean Calderwood, Avis Taylor,
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Mexico.
ab r bh po a
effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
Edith Cavanaugh.
This one service is original and it is
Read Down
Saxophones. Virginia Dean. Walter Dailey, cf................ 3 0 0 0 0
the
opportunity
of
a
lifetime
to
hear
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Plaisted, 2b............ 4 1
Whittier, Herbert Wellman. Lamont
voices representing lands from across
cept Sunday Only
cept Sundav Only
Lord,
ss
...................
4
1
Roberts, Earline Davis, Dorothy
A.M. P .M. A.M.
A.M. I’ M P.M.
the seas. Twenty-eight flags of dif
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 11.55 7 00 5.35
Keller. Norma Newton. Alice McDon Greenlaw, 3b.......... 4 0
ferent countries and platform scenery
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
ald; trumpets, Warren Barrows. Richards, rf ............ 4 0
will be used, making a background for
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
Maurice Marston. Bernard Andrews, Fairbrother, c ...... 4 0
a large chorus.
3.15
J.50
Lv. 8.45
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND.
Caroline Burns. Benjamin Wall, Wadsworth, lb...... 3 0 0 12
Read Up
The entertainment is in charge of
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
George Greenrose, Carroll Richards, Bennett, p.............. 3 0 0 2
Rev. C. W. Carter whose training for
Leonard. If ............ 3 0 0 0
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Gladys Noyes.
the position was under the personal
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Onlv
Piccolos: Carolyn Andrews. Hazel
direction of Dr. John A. Davis, the
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
32 2 3 24 14 6 founder and late president of the
Nutt; trombones, Albert Young,
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
Two-base
hit,
Guilford.
Stolen
Frederick Lane. Maurice -Carleton,
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN.
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
Practical Bible Training School.
76-tf
McKenney;
mellophone, bases, Plaisted, Lord. Greenlaw, Rich
Forrest
The admission to this unusual en
Andrews;
bass.
Russell ards. Swanson. Passed balls. Fair- tertainment is free with only a plate
Sidney
Ames; drums, Harold Grey, Elsie brother 5. Wild pitch, Bennett. offering.
Double plays, Cameron 3.
Collins.
It is expected that this group will
Cane To '64 Veteran
9
make its flrst appearance at the
MATINICUS
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
The
Post
cane, for several years held
Carnival-Regatta, Aug. 4-7.
rate si
Leta Young of Springfield, Mass., by the late Dr. T. F. Turner, has
been
presented
to
John
WPalmer
to Your hotel in BOSTON
has "Opened her cottage for the re
mainder of the season with Mrs. with appropriate ceremonies by Otto
<u ueus wmtsn
Hanna of Springfield as guest. She V. Hassner, town clerk, at his office.
500
Mr.
Hassner
spoke
of
the
significance
has also entertained visitors from
armve**
of the cane and the honor conferred
California.
RADIO
Mrs. Ralph Blakely of Rockport on the holder. Mr. Palmer responded
SERVIDOR
recently passed a few days with Mrs. with an appreciative speech.
TUBS SHOWER
The
present
holder
of
the
cane
is
Carl Young.
MANGER
Mrs. Orren Ames spent the past a well-known Civil War veteran and
week ih Albion with her father R. P. a member of Charles Keizer Post, still
active in spite of advanced years. He
Clark.
« NORTH STATION
Lavon Ames has had his house enlisted in Co. I, 32d Maine in 1864.
*< $TEF-7r»«/•»<■ TRAIN-It for ROOM"
newly painted, the work being done was a prisoner at the mine in front of
The Horning AfterTaking
Petersburg and in .Danville and Libby
by Arthur Gray of Rockland.
Carters Little Liver Pills
Thelma Fuller of Albion is visit prisons. He recently attended the
G.A.R. encampment in Portland.
ing Mrs. Orren Ames.

P

GOOD JOB, BROWN

NATIONWIDE,

TEA
JULY 19-S4

LA TOURAINE

COFFEE

HOT o>
ICED

LB

28c

••••••
GENERAL KNOX

SALAD DRESSING
A PRODUCT Of
SEIDNER-S

2?a°rM9c

••••••
SEIDNEfUS

MAYONNAISE

ORANGE
[J
PEKOE
FORMOSA
OOLONG

• •

• •

SPICED HAM

GOOD PAL MARSHMALLOWS
CASH COUPON IN EACH PKG.

TIN

33<

b'oms17c

■

CLICQUOT CLUB GINGER ALE

12OZ
• •

• •

FORCE 2 Vic

RIGHT,

HORMEL5

SERVE WITH SEIDNER5
MAYONNAISE

PKGS
QT BOTS
(contents)

PT BOTS ,
(contents)

i

29c

Clicquot Club
5=

NATION-WIDE

* .
unst me
ROYAL
'sensational
\ appeliier
MACAROONS!
»AfAt , ,
cracker

PICKLES
CON-I-SUR

12 OZ
CAN

CORNED BEEF

MACAKOCKCJOK/z ,

lb 4 w
pkq-l/C

CUCUMBER
SLICES

ib.28<

ROSE GLOW—MARASCHINO

CHERRIES

.

.

TALL

NATION WIDE OVEN-BAKED BEANS .
DUNHAM'S SHRED COCOANUT
SANTA CRUZ SPINACH

ROOT BEER EXTRACT

LGE
CAN

FANCY

HERSHEY’S

COCOA a

WILL MAKE 5 GALLONS PER BOT

BOTS

.

C ALO °a°tg FOOD

QUAKER

2

.

5 OZ
JARS

CAN

SPLENDID

27c

GRAPE JUICE

RED BREAST SALMON

Rooms

FANCY RED CUTLETS

NATION-WIDE GRANULES .

LADY LOUISE TOILET SOAP

NATION-WIDE
rdj^jzjzraizjHJZjaTZJZJZJ.

SERVICE

4

(1 Face Cloth Free)

1 9c

GROCERS

Every-OtKer-Day

STRAND THEATRE
Monday-Tuesday

Another Dawn
“Another Dawn" is the name of the
picture Add to that situation the
fact that Kay Francis is the lady
most chiefly concerned—and that the
two men who love her are Errol
Flynn and Ian Hunter—and both
have a chance to save her and the
garrison—and you have the ingredi
ents of real drama.
Errol Flynn is said to surpass his
performance in that history-making
movie. "The Charge of the Light
Brigade." And it is said, too, that
Hunter (once the idol of all the
matinee girls in London) has the best
opportunity that has come to him
since the Warners imported him to
play the Duke of Athens in "A Mid
summer Night's IJream."
There are mountains and deserts
and a lot of fighting and some ex
tremely daring airplane flying in
"Another Dawn," the producers de
clare, Also a stirring climax when
the time comes for one or the other
of Miss Francis’ adorers to save the
garrison —adv.

DEER ISLE
Miss Therese Eaton went Satur
day to Spruce Head where she will
work this summer.
Mr. and Mrs Frederick Hltz and
William Hitz Jr. are at the Hltz cot
tage for the month .of August.
David Williams arrived last Tues
day to spend two weeks with his par
ents at Dunham's Point.
Mrs. Walter Scott and daughter
Rosamond, recently went t o New
York to be present at the observance
of Mrs. Scott's son's birthday.
Dr. Maurice C. Pincoffs and family
are at the Jeaks cottage for the sum
mer.
Dr. and Mrs. William Tillett and
daughter Betty are at the McVeigh
house for the season.

Extra Special
Printed Stationery

Your name and address printed
on envelopes and paper or mono
gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes.
Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
White Deckle Edge
36 folded sheets 444x744
36 envelopes 4x5*4 square flap
$1.25 Postpaid

OR
60 flat sheets 744x10* i
50 envelopes 4x7*4 square flap
$1.50 postpaid
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheet*
50 envelopes 4x5*4
60 sheets 444x744
$1.50 postpaid
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SWAT THE BALL

EAST WALDOBORO

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Dear Sir:

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Osier, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Leeman of Round
Pond. Mrs. Mabel Reilly, Mrs. Jennie
Rice and Miss Edith Waltz of Dam
ariscotta Mills were recent guests of
In the sweltering heat of Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mank. Mrs. Della
afternoon Manager Boggs' Waldoboro
Dickinson of Richmond passed a
week at the Mank home.
ball tossers hit the old horsehide for
a total of 21 bases, and easily walked
Mr. Robinson of Albany, Ore., was
a recent caller on Mrs. Sarah Sidens
away with an exhibition game with
parker.
Thomaston. One of the leaders in
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Woodman and
this barrage was the 15-year-old first
son of Fort Fairfield and Mr. and
baseman Burnheimer, to whose credit
Mrs. Sidney Nedane were weekend
went a single, double end triple.
visitors at the Ivan Scott home.
Stegelman hit safely four times in
Paul lives who is employed in
. s'-'
five trips to the plate besides making
Fitchburg has been spending a
a very fine showing in short field.
week's vacation with his parents, Mr.
t
Clark had a front position in this
and Mrs. Henry lives.
batters' holiday, making two doubles
Joseph Glande and family and
and a single.
Russell McLeod and family were
In shap contrast to the Waldoboro
visitors Sunday in Port Clyde.
wallop-fest was the Inability of
Recent callers at S. D. Murphy’s
Thomaston to connect with the
were Mr. and Mrs. Neil A. Rackliffe.
sphere. An exception must be made
son George of Concord. Mass.. George
in the case of Simmons, however, for
Clark of Roslindale, Mass.. Stanley
Eddie
Nugent
and
Charles
Quigley
play
two
brothers
racing
grimly
for
he made two singles and a double,
Johnson of Rockland, Lawrence
and until the seventh inning was glory in Columbia’s “Speed To Spare." Many breathless moments are pro
Nadieu of Portland. Miss Marion
vided
the
spectators
as
these
racing
daredevils
dodge
fiery
death.
Some
of
the only Thomaston batter to hit
Welt of Allston, Mass.. Mrs. Osborne
safely. Bucklin was the only other the greatest raring track drivers in America are seen in “Speed To Spare."
Welt of the village. Francis Murphey
Dorothy Wilson is the leading lady.—adv.
Thomaston to make a hit.
and Al. Havener.
There was some spectacular field
Miss Helen Boggs has been guest
ing ln this game, two catches by
of her sister Mrs. Lewis Tolman in
Simmons predominating. Felt' cov
Winthrop.
ered third base brilliantly. The
Ernest Castner, Alton Mower and
score:
Miss Dorothy Muir were recent call
Waldoboro
ers at L. I. Mank's.
You search for the best value in buying a
ab r bh tb po a e
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Fitch and
suit! But how much more important this is
Benner, cf ....... 4 2 2 3 2 0 0
children of the village passed Sun
Crowell, 2b ....... 4 0 1 1 2 0 0
day with Robert Coffin.
in buying gasoline—one of the biggest items
Stegeman, ss .... 4 2 4 5 2 5 0
Miss Ada Brasier of Spruce Head
Burns, c ........... 5 0 1 1 5 0 0
in your family budget! Because of new
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Clark, If ........... 5 1 3 5 2 0 0
Wiley.
patented processes and new refinery improve
McLain, rf ....... 4 1 0 0 2 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coomhs
Phelps, 3b ......... 3 0 0 0 2 1 0
spent the weekend with relatives in
ments and additions, you can now get a
Brown. 3b ......... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Portland.
greater regular gasoline value than ever
Burnheimer. lb
4 1 3 6 10 1 2
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevens of
French, p ......... 3 0 0 0 0 5 0
Steep Falls and Melrose Scott of
before! Extra value is built-in! Get this extra
the village visited Sunday at Ivan
value in New Value American Gas! Try itl
37 7 14 21 27 12 2
Scott's.
Barbara
Coffin
who
underwent
a
Thomaston
★ Free Album and Historical Stamps— given away free,
throat operation at Damariscotta
ab r bh tb po a e
while they last, at American Oil Company dealers and stations. Ask about yours today!
Memorial
Hospital
is
convalescing.
Gay. ss .............. 4 10 0 10 0
Mr. and Mrs. Kent K. Newbert
Libby, If ........... 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
were at Miss Ellie Mank's for the
Simmons, cf ..... 4 0 3 4
2 0 0
weekend. They motored Sunday to
Walker. If, p ___ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spruce Head where they visited John
Glover 2b ........... 3 0 0 0
2 0 0
STOP AT THE AMOCO "SIGN OF GREATER VALUES”
Dodge and family.
Moody, rf, lb .... 4 0 0 0
1 0 0
American Oil Co.—A/ao Maker of Aaoco-Gai... World'i Fineit Motor Zua/
Miss Marian Flanders has been
Felft. 3b ______ 4 0 0 0 2 7 0
Oh, say, can they sing—and swing: Patricia Ellis (left), James Melton, visiting relatives in Portland.
Woodcock, lb.p 3. 0 0 0 10 0 00
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Black and
0 and Winifred Shaw head the crooning cast of “Melody For Two," a musical
Condon, p ....... 1 0 0 0 1
son Charles of Wollaston. Mass., were
1 battle that will rock the world—with laughter.—adv.
Bucklin, c ......... 2
Hallowell, Wilbur Stratton. Ira Da guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Edna Goren has been at the Tully
Upham, p ....... 1
1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- weekend guests at T. T. Black's.
J cottage the past two weeks.
vis, Mrs. Jennie Heyer. Delmar Heyer, Coombs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Wilson
of
Hol

Robinson, If .... 2
o
NORTH HAVEN
STONINGTON
Justice Stone and Harlan, Stone of | Paul Barton is at Kimball's Island
lis Center were at their home here Mr. and Mrs. Albert Shuman and
three children of North Waldoboro. Washington have arrived at their ’ with his father.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse and
Mrs Percy Cousins and daughter recently.
31 Z 4 5 24 13 a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nickerson summer cottage.
| Walter Rich made a trip to Rock| Waldoboro ...... 1 0 1 0 1 2 3 0 x—7 daughter Marjorie are enjoying a Clarice have returned ftom a visit Stanton Hanna of Boston and Miss
Miss Rose Rich of Cambridge has , land Friday in his boat. We, returning
Priscilla Hanna. R. N.. of Portland and family of Massachusetts were
with relatives in Bancroft.
Thomaston ....... 00200000 0—2 vacation at Crawford Pond.
weekend guests at G. J. Manks; been visiting her parents. Mr. and Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Two-base hits. Benner. Stegemann.
The Eastern Yacht Club comes to
George Robinson and Miss Annie passed the weekend with their
Tully.
Clark 2, Burnheimer, Simmons. , ancher on the Thoroughfare this Irmersky of Fitchburg, Mass., are mother Mrs. Ethel Hanna Miss Arthur Nickerson. Jr., also Fred Mrs. William Rich.
Priscilla is attending summer school Jones of Hampden will remain for
Mrs. John Partridge and daughter
Three-base hit, Burnheimer. Base week
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Barter of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the summer.
I ln Orono.
1 Betty of Rockland are guests of Miss Rockland and Mr and Mrs. White of
on balls, off French 4. off Upham 2,
Dr. and Mrs. Endicott Peabody of Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden and
Della Champagne.
Boston were guests Wednesday at the
off Walker 1. Struck out, by French 5, Groton. Mass., are summering at
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gross and son son Charles enjoyed a motor trip
ISLE
AU
HAUT
by Upham 4, by Condon 1. Sacrifice Sky Farm, the Lamont cottage.
[
Barbara Coombs is employed as Old Home House.
Elmer who have been visiting Her to Hallowell. Waterville. Skowhegan
I hits, French. Gay, Libby. Umpires,
The Baptist Church has had an man Hutchinson in South Walpole.
I waitress at |Point Lookout Club.
Mrs. Samuel Rich. Mrs. Jasper Cha
(and Athens over the weekend,
The East Side school building has
Tait and Smalley. Scorer, Winslow.
j inscription engraved on the collection Mass., have returned home.
pin, Mrs. Charles Turner and Mrs.
Muriel
Burnham
who
has
been
j Miss Gloria Bridges visited Wed- been rented to Jerry Kennedy who,
plates given by Dr. Henry Jackson.
Herman Pert of Swan's Island is j nesday with her aunts Mrs. John with his family has moved here until visiting her cousin Edna Goren at William Robinson motored Friday to
The new flagging walk completed
the Tully cottage for two weeks, has Rockland, returning the following day.
SOUTH HOPE
visiting his mother Mrs. Lila Pert.
J Marshall and Mrs. Augusta Moon in the road job is completed.
by Elmer Hopkins adds much to the
'
ret
rrned to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Aikens with Warren.
A group from here attended the
1 appearance of the parsonage lawn.
Miss Clara Fiske of Damariscotta
Kenneth Rich of Quincy and Allen
Ant}
and
Jean
and
Mrs.
Susie
Cous

1
John
E.
Chaples
of
California
and
circus
Saturday
in
Stonington.
Mrs. John P. Reynolds has given a
recently visited at C. L. (Dunbar's and
Izora Joyce and Dr. Brown visited Emery of Weymouth were here Sun
piano to the Improvement Society ins passed the weekend with friends Appleton was weekend visitor at S.
day, this being Kenneth's first visit
! W. L. Tayloro's.
in
Windham.
D.
Murphy's.
Sunday with Mrs. Alice Crowell.
and the instrument will be placed in
uW?
Mrs. Nellie Reever,
Reginald
Recent callers at W. C. Wellman's the Library hall. The Society has
Tlie Sewing Circle met Friday night [ in 12 years.
Mary Fifield. R. N., and Leola B
Ethel Phelps Is visiting her parents.
were Mrs. Faith Berry, H. H. Payson presented the Grange the piano for West are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Monahan and family motored Sun with Miss (Della Champagne.
day to Boothbay Harbor.
and daughter Miss Edna Payson of merly in use at the hall.
Miss Mildred Coombs of Gardiner Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mitchell on York
Charles Fifield.
j Rockland. Mrs. Eleanor Payson of
Recent guests at Otto Bowden's has returned home after visiting Mr Island.
Fred Carver and Foss are the
Irene Whitman is employed by
were Frank Batcher of Athens. Mr. and Mrs. George Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tully of New
Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dibby champion strawberry growers and Mrs. Blake.
and Mrs. Chester Wren and three
Mrs. Philip Tardiff and infant York arrived Saturday to join their
and Mrs. Alice Marriner of Lincoln- have kept the markets well supplied.
Izora Joyce and Dr. Brown were
William Sampson is right at home recent visitors at Mrs. Jack Crowell's children. Miss Josephine Gillman of daughter Phyllis of Bath have been Infant son Shaun who with his nurse
i ville.
Mr. and Mrs. David Esancy of Ap in fishing up the bay for choice lob on Burnt Island.
pleton visited relatives here recently. sters which are not found anywhere
The Abagail Sewing Circle met
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy were else—hard shell and full of meats. recently at the home of Mrs. Ger
For
many
years
Mr.
Sampson
has
j guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rice of
trude Stinson.
[ Camden on a motor trip Wednesday covered these waters and knows just
Miss Martha Coupe of Hyde Park
where to place the pots to get his
to Bangor, Old Town. Orono and East
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mccatch.
Eddington. In the latter place they
Samuel Beverage has received his Nevins.
visited Mrs. Ride s daughter, Mrs.
Galen Thompson was home for a
license as radio operator.
’ Arthur Lamer and family,
Miss Vonia (Brown has returned short visit recently.
only
j Mrs. Nellie Payson of Camden was home after an extended automobile
Charles Barbour was a recent vis
a supper guest last Tuesday of Miss trip through Maine with Mr. and Mrs. itor in Bangor.
1 Hattie Boggs.
| Alton Lewis.
Howard Colby and Kenneth Powers
Arthur firoof
• • • •
The North Haven Band played in were home over the weekend.
Hsrl(w4, C»"»Mrs. Gertrude F. Payson
Rockport Wednesday night, the trip
Reuben Cousins has been 111 the
AFOK
Gertrude IF., widow of Fred L. Pay- being made in the Nathan Dyer, cap past week.
I son, and daughter r ’ Robert and Julia tained by Merle Mills.
/CMO7N/NC
&YOPTOrtfAMZ/M?"
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Miner of
Miss Elinor Hardy of Boston is
! (Lermond) Martil.. died July 11, at
Yonkers arrived Saturday for a
"FOR YFAFC IFF
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Golden
Mac

St. Barnabas Hospital, Portland, after
visit • with the Lansinghs.
Donald.
a long illness with a heart ailment.
WANTFVABNr
Virgil Gross is building a new
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Porter of
Mrs. Payson was a leading member
house
near
the
Henry
Gross
prop

ficy-KlPlNG
of the Advent Church during her Augusta are occupying the Noyes farm
; residence here, also when spending for the summer and have as guests erty.
Rita Walters is visiting Mr. and
summers here after her removal to Mrs. Irvin Teal and son Richard oi
/CAN FA&&
Mrs. Robert Walters.
Portland ten years ago. Her interest Philadelphia.
Miss
Clara
Waterman
is
home
after
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Angelo
Scare!
have
in music led her to study and teach
AfFOFB IY
an enjoyable automobile trip through returned to New York.
both vocal and piano music.
•B«’®d on'X'bve c/««.
Funeral services were held at her Maine. Vermont and New Hampshire.
David Thurlow and John Peters
former home here and were largely
caught 8000 bushels of herring at
monthO' Pn;iac De Lose
attended. Many beautiful flowers
EAGLE
Moore's Harbor last week.
tween a
,-Jan and
banked the casket signifying love and
Margaret Lufkin and Abbie Morse
2rnode‘ °f tht>
A party honoring Mrs. Hilda How
esteem.
the same m
cars
of Bath have been visiting Mrs. Bes
lower-Pr,cea . i
She is survived by two sons, both ard on her 27th birthday observed sie Gross.
it 15 cents a day.
is only 25
consider
of Portland, Robert E. Payson and recently, had on its guest list, Mr.
Clifford Gray passed the weekend
And * beauty
»"d
-vW. Mayo Payson of Portland Corpora and Mrs. Erland Quinn and children,
£ extra quality
in Union.
Evelyn.
John
and
Arlene.
John
Little

tion Counsel; five grandchildren, Mrs.
C°A Tafety features—and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Barter who
and saieij
• „ econPhilip Morine, Carleton and Curtis field, Mrs. Harriet Quinn. Mr. and
trU yi. e«^'To underPayson of Union; Walter and Judith Mrs. Lynwood Littlefield. Mrs. Ed have recently built a cottage at
omy./ *•
»
yifoot,
,tand why 7housands
of Portland; also a great-grandchild, win Howard, Mrs. Earl Brown. Mr. Moose Island were given a house
warming recently by Carl Morey.
and
Mrs.
James
Quinn.
Mrs.
Wilbert
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THINO ON WHEELS
*» " thousand. cf P'0?1'
Sandra L. Morine of Union.
upon thousa
extra
Gove and children, Andrew, Wilbert Lena Morey. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Interment was In East Union.
ADD
ISc
A
DAY
TO THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE NEXT LOWER-PRICED CARS AND OET A PONTIAC WITH . ..
and Eugene; Adria, Shirley and Joy Spofford. Capt. and Mrs. Alfred
Greenlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bracey and Ernest Nickerson.
it yourself
DlVistON
Mr. 'and Mrs. Lynwood Littlefield Noyes. Vernette Noyes. Mr. and Mrs.
| “Sweeten it ivith Domino
Richard Earle, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
are guests of Mrs. Harriet Quinn.
Refined
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Bracey at ard Howell, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
G,n*C*r^>°«d°n
Crystal
| in U.S.A.
tended the recent wedding of their Barter, Mr. and Mrs. Ned Hagkell.
Miss Lillian Greenlaw, Mr. and Mrs.
Crystal
IIh son. Robert, in New Hampshire.
EXTRA inches of trunk EXTRA Inches of leg EXTRA inches of seat
EXTRA miles
per EXTRA Knee Actio
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn, Miss Harold Greenlaw, William Barbour
space allowing 50% room, to let you relas width, providing elbow
gallon, to give yon smoothness, to let you
Cane Sugar $8080 Shirley Bracey and Beulah Quinn and Elizabeth Barbour.
more luggage.
in comfort.
room *for sJI.
i
peak economy.
rest as you ride.
Tablets
and children were in Camden recent
Miss Leona B. Eaton and Aimon
Cane Sugar
ly to attend the circus.
Dunham, both of this place were
ROCKLAND, ME.
112 MAIN STREET
Crystallized by
Squares
Mrs. Alice Carver has taken up married July 3, Elder Greene offi
Adant Process
her cottage residence.
ciating.

Waldoboro Has Batting Pic
nic At Thomaston’s Ex
pense—Wins 7 To 2

Buy GAS as carefully as you buy
CLOTHES » and you'll end up here

THURSDAY

AMERICAN GAS

PONTIAC

AMFB/CA'S F/NFi.
UHVPFUCFP

txnM Miue mu

15' A DA'

* z

anvnov

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
PATRICIAN
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink
60 folded sheets 444x744
40 envelopes 4x544

OR
60 flat sheets 6*4x1044
40 envelopes 4x644
Postpaid $1.75
GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets 444x744
40 envelopes 4x544

OR
60 flat sheets 614x1044
40 envelopes 4x644
Postpaid $1.25
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weekend, returned Monday to Port
CAMDEN
land.
Advertisement* ln this column not to *
Federated Mission Circle meets
Alden Damery is employed as mes
The open meeting of the Oarden
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
today at 230 at the home of Club, held in the Baptist auditorium
senger boy at the Western Union
tional lines five cents each for one time
FINNISH OJRL wanted, for house
10
cents
for three times. Six weeds
Telegraph
office.
Mrs. Raymond Wotton. Beechwoods Friday night was well attended, and
work; some care of children. Apply ln
Chapman, the warden said, was
'Continued from Page One)
person to MRS. LAURENCE PERRY
street.
the poems by Mrs. Elizabeth Hanly
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Irish have re
sent to find Chadbourne off duty,
3 Gilchrest St., Thomaston.
84*80
At the card party for the benefit j Danforth, read by her mother. Mrs. [
turned to Waltham. Mass., after sult ln one course that ls belng as- and “seemingly to protect my
GIRL wanted for general housework.
of the Nursing Association at the Adelaide Hanly. and the lecture on
Tel
108-W.
15
ROCKLAND
ST.
86-lt
spending two weeks at the Ogier sumed."
and hts (Chapman's) own he made it
MAN WANTED—At once—reliable with
home of Miss Rita C. Smith. Main "Continuous Bloom in the Garden'
house on Chestnut street.
Johnson said that so far as the clear to Chadbourne that lt would be
. i * o ♦
car between 25 and 50 to handle oldest
street. Friday at 7.30, contract and by the president of the Club. Miss
Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast was movements of prisoners outside the only 'fair to me to say the same I CAMEO brooch lost Saturday night e9tabllshed business ln Knox County,
near
Paramount
on
Main
St.;
generous
about 800 families—no investment re
auction bridge and anagrams will ! Rjta c. Smith, together with the
guest Sunday of Miss Maude M property were concerned, “that goes thing ”
reward Return to THE COURIER-GA- qulred Wrltc at Once. THE J R WATbe played. It would be a great assist- ' lantern slides accompanying it were
N
Thorndike, manager of the Western on in every prison in the Country."
Chadbourne also denied the prison- ZEITE.__________________________ 84*86 RINS COMPANY. Box 367. Newark.86*87
ance to the committee if those plan- greatly enjoyed by an unusually
One of his predecessors at Thom- ers had been away. Johnson said, and i giS^oat’ <Mmi^°bMweenO1Cam(ien "pArirnNO work w.-.nted in or out.
Union Telegraph office.
ning to attend would make reserva- I appreciative audience.
!Jd,^,aS,°^t.-,t?ijXar<1 Re,ur“ 10 th^ i Lowest prices for good work, win call
William Wellman of Searsmont ! aston. Johnson declared, had taken [ the Governor and Leadbetter left, i aCOURIER-GAZETTE
tions with Mrs. W. B. D. Gray or
Mlss LetiUa Creighton of Pound
86-881 and estimate
25 years experience.
passed the weekend with his sister. Cousens, who has been in prison Then. Johnson said, Chapman and , NOTICE ls herfby glven ot thf loas j painter, care The Courier-Gazette^
Miss Smith.
Ridge. N. Y„ is visiting her parents.
Mrs. Fred Dean.
abcut 25 years, to Merrymeeting Chadbourne admitted the truth.
of savings book numbered 1524 and the
Rockland Townsend Club No. 1 has . Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Creighton.
CAPABLE WOMAN with school girl,
Mrs. Guy Sheldon is a surgical pa- ®ay- near Brunswick. for three days
When the Governor returned. ln accOrdance with the provisions of the has
no home, wants housekeeper posi
extended an invitation to all Thom
bringing
Sheriff
Ludwick
and
the
8
‘
*
t
jljj
the
thomaston
nation
Mrs. Harold E. Watts and daughter
tion with elderly gentleman. Address
tient at Knox Hospital.
duck-shooting.
...
.
.
, AL BANK, By H. P. DANA. Cashier.
aston Club members to attend its
“
AB.,"
The Courier-Gazette.
84*86
Miss Barbara of Belmont. Mass.
“He's often gone out to attend i minister to whom Barrows referred
83-T-92
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wellman of
weekly meetings held every Tuesday
SINGLE brass bed with spring and new
horse
races.
”
Johnson
said.
joined Mrs. Rose Watts Thursday
1 in his statement. Johnson said, “I
KEYTAINER lost Saturday with dozen mattress for sale; also piano stool. 55
Rumford were weekend visitors at
night at 7.30 at K. P hall.
Please return to STEVE’S SHOP GRACE ST., between 4 and 5 p. m.
for the remainder of the summer.
The warden said he noted that the told him I knew a mis-statement had keys.
next to Senter-Crane’s.
84-80
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean's.
Clarence Smalley, son Benjamin
86-lt
Mr. Watts, who accompanied them
Governor spoke about Cousens. ' been made, that I Was sorry, but that
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
LARGE GUERNSEY COW for sale, new
and daughters Marjorie and Evelyn i
Yacht Viator. Capt. J. Arthur Wag- Boulier and McLeese being “30 miles” I was an innocent bystander."
of deposit book numbered 2308 and tile milch, heavy milker; also piano stool. 53
returned yesterday.
of Andover. Mass., were overnight i
Will sell or trade.
PRANK
ner and owner. Dr. Maitland Alex- from the
t0]d the Oov„nor that chap. owner of said book asks for duplicate ln sedan
Mrs.
Arshak
Semarjian
and
son
accordance with the provision of the 1 MORRIS. Tenant's Harbor
88*88
guests Saturday cf his aunt and uncle j
State
Law
KNOX
COUNTY
TRUST
-------ander
of
Swickley.
Penn.,
was
in
the
.
A
lifer
named
Twitchell,"
Johnman
had
told
me
the
truth
after
lyCOlRiEK-GAZETTE SPECIAL
CO
.
Rockland.
Maine.
June
29.
1937.
,
PATIENTS
wanted
at
REST
HAVEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robinson, and Dean of Boston are visiting Mr. and
harbor Mondqjr enroute to Dark Har- Mn sald ..once went to Port Kent in Jng
protect me and himself said
78-T-84 105 Llmerock St. Tel. 1293. Eva Am-s.
on return were accompanied by an Mrs. Clement Moody.
WHITE VELLUM
bor where Dr. Alexander has a sum the custody of a prison officer. Per- I the warden.
■
84*86
• • • •
Monarch Size
other daughter Muriel, who has been
mer home.
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG LADIES (5)
haps
the
then
deputy
warden.
[
Mr.
Welch
served
as
sheriff
of
75 sheets ISxlO1..
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dunlop of
under 25 willing to learn special outdoor
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Robinson for
Gilbert Richards has returned from
port (Kent is more than 250 miles Arocstook County three times retlr- i
’ ! work assisting manager, must be free
59 envelopes 4x7'j
Millville. N. B . on their wedding trip,
three weeks.
’
to travel. California and return; salary
a
trip
to
Washington.
D.
C.
from Thomaston.
ing in 1934 when he did not seek re- , |
_
4 $20; expenses; high school graduates
Dr. Harold Darling of Boston and have been guests of Mr. Dunlop's Your name and address on paper
and envelopes printed in Blue.
Richard
C.
Mank.
6.
only
son
of
Johnson
said
he
did
not
know
the
nomination.
He
was
appointed
preferred Apply Tuesday and Wedneshis sister Mrs. E. T. True of Concord. 1 brother-in-law. Ronald J. LaChance
1 to 7 p m.. Hotel Rockland. MR
Black. Green or Brown ink.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvllle Mank of South three prisoners had been outside July 'sheriff by Gov. William Tudor Gar ' * MODERN 5-room apartment with’ day
GOULD
86*lt
Mass., returned home Monday after They went Saturday to the White
bath
to
let.
TEL
639-J.
20
Camden
St..
‘
Portland
was
drowned
Saturday
near
13
until
his
acting
deputy
warden,
diner
in
1929
to
fill
the
vacancy
’
Only $1.25 postpaid
79-tf
PRESSMAN wanted, experienced on
a weekend visit in town, the former ■ Mountains.
City
Apply
I men and women garments.
the bathing beach at Pleasantdale A. P. Chapman, admitted he had ! caused by the resignation of Sheriff
having been guest of Dr. Benjamin ; Mrs. Maude Silva, who spent five
APARTMENT to let, 3 furnished rooms, j BALDWIN DRY' CLEANERS, 6 Chestnut
Mrs. Mank Is the daughter of Mr given Chadbourne permission to take ! George H. Knox of Caribou,
bath. 430 month. 32 SCHOOL ST.. Tel , Bt . Camden.
88*88
H. Keller, and the latter of Mrs. H. weeks with her father, Gilman Stone
86-88 . MIDDLE-AGED man wanted to do
and Mrs. Fred Porter of Lincoln- them out, That, said Johnson, he 1 Mr Macgowan was appointed state 883-W
M. ca
H. Keller, and the latter ot returned Saturday to Medford HillSECOND FLOOR Apt 34 Pleasant St.. I farm chores; must be good milker. E.
ville. formerly of this place.
learned between the Governor's first 'probation officer in 1925. He previ5 rooms, bath. 415 month; also flrat floor E CHAPMAN. West Neck. Nobleboro
Mrs. (H. Nelsen Keene of Dedham, side. Mass., accompanied by Mrs
apt at 36 Pleasant St.. 5 rooms, bath
81*86
Comique
Theatre
attractions:
To'
and
second
visits
to
the
prison
office,
ously
had
been
a
state
patrolman
two
Mass . <who
is now at
her Charles Winchenbach who is her
TEL. 883-W . 32 SCHOOL ST.
86-88 MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN wants a light
day,
“
She
Had
to
Eat."
also
GetEach
prisoner,
Johnson
said,
an!
years.
Macgowan
was
born
in
Portsummer home. Their mother Mrs. guest.
SMALL 5-room house to let with gaposition. Write R A., care
Rich-Nite. $80 given away; Wednes- swered '‘no" when the Governor 'land, son of Mr. and Mrs. George A Mge. hot water heat, toilet, partially housekeeping
The Courier-Gazette.
84*86
«* W. Do’!ir,S of Boston who also
Miss Alice Collamore went to Newfurnished
or
unfurnished
MRS.
L.
G.
day and Thursday. “Woman Chases
him lf he had been out, and [Macgowan. He was graduated from FRENCH. Camden. Me___________ 84*86 TWO small old ship lanterns wanted
passed the weekend with Mrs. Keene York city Friday to visit Mr and
at once. TEL. Rockland 853-13.
78tf
Man;'' Friday Joe E. Brown in “Rid- Chapman answered likewise.
IPortland High School.
TWO ROOMS to let, without board
is now at Crescent Beach visiting Mrs. Alice Collamore for a week.
MASON work wanted by good reliable
MRS
MARY
BURKETT.
75
Broad
St.
ing
on
Air."
Saturday,
double
pro
—
mason FRANK E GRAY. 21 Frederick
Mrs. Ella Grimes of Rockland.
I Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Donaldson
80-tf St.. City. Tel. 8533.
6O*73-tf
gram with "50 Roads to Town" and
fair are Mrs. Evelyn Robinson and
Mrs Annie Bucklin of Rockville of Bath spent Sunday with Mr. and
WARREN
8BCOND ----------------FLOOR APT , to
let at 34 , ONE PLATFORM SCALE, capacity 600
-Robert
Livingston
in
“
Roarin'
Lead?
Miss Lillian Russell.
Pleasant
St. ; 5 rooms
bathOf 415.c I lbs and the Blue studebaker R B
and Mrs. Robert Webster of Rockland Mrs. Alexander Donaldson,
11 1 ez-v lt
If floor apt ,1at
♦ 36Zl and
Dlnn.nei*
Pleasant St...
5 | MAGUNE 100 Maverick St. Tel. 315 or
Callers at Willis Pitcher's Sunday The Congregational Ladies' CirMr. and Mrs. Henry Caldrice re also
were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kalloch and
rooms and bath. Apply at 32 SCHOOL ' 7.= M
84-86
ST
Tel.
883-W
-----1
vere Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Randall cle will serve a supper Thursday, turned Sunday from Lawrence. Mass.,
Luther A. Clark.
i son James, and Miss Ellen Tolman.
- ...
....
,
, THREE good work horses, for sale; 1
NOTICE-I
will
pay
no
bills
unless
con!
pony
for
sa!c
or
to
|
et
.
clever
for
chiland Mrs Gladys (Fenwick) Cox of the committee being, Mrs. Laura where they had visited relatives
Edwin A. Lynch, Robert Clark, who have been visiting Supt. and
mi’cnlf nftoe
Till.) 1*7
tracted hl)
by myself
after July
17, 1(VJ"
1937 1dren; 8 cows MURDICK W CRAMER.
Warren.
Edward Lakeman, Everett Condon Mrs. F. L. S. Morse for a week, reStarrett. MYs. Alzada Simmons, Mrs. two weeks.
LINETTE SUPERFINE
THOROLF TUTOR PETERSON
85*90 Tel. 6-22. Rt. 17. Washington. Me
Robinson.
Mrs.
Alice
Mrs. Florence Oxton and daughter
and Eugene F. (Fales. Jr. went Sunday turned yesterday to Auburn. Mass
84-86
FIVE-ROOM house to let. Inquire at
White Writing
Mrs. Mabel Fitch of Whitinsville Evelyn
85*87
Mathews. Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. Miss Avis have returned from Ogunquit. 118 MAVERICK ST
to Raymond where they are enrolled They were accompanied by Asahel
48 folded sheets 4\x7\
Mass., is visiting friends in town.
SERVICE STATION to lease. PHONE
36 envelopes 4x5',
at the Boy Scout camp ' Camp Hind* Morse of Somerville. Mass . who has
85-87
Dr. Charles A. E. Codman arrives Frances Spear and Miss Mary Wyllie. i where they passed two weeks with 115. Rockland.
Your name and address printed this week from Philadelphia to spend Mrs. Eleanor Barrett. Mrs. Nancy Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Packard.
for two weeks.
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
will RENT cheap a
of farm
cn sheets and envelopes or mono
ni.-v
w- s u cv,Richard
Richard Morrison,
Morrison who has been buildings including house, shed and1
Mr and Mrs. Fred A. Bowman and Chaples. meantime.
the summer at Camp Wawenock Clark and guest Mrs A. H. Farnham
bam. h l tibbetts. Waldoboro, i ♦
gram on paper, address on enve
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson MacDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Andrews
of
Brookline
Mass
were
dinner
visltin
«
aunt' MKs
F 30855
"
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green Lake Megunticook.
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment to I BECKWITH Concert Grand Plano for
and daughter Elaine of West Somer- and sons Edward and Paul returned
Jarret
of
guests
Friday
of
Mrs
Ada
Morse
returned
Sunday
.
t0
Portland
'
hls
ink.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W
let. bath. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park St ,ale- One tone’ ln good condltlon
ville, arrived Sunday to visit Mrs.' to Plainfield. Vt.. Sunday, after
Thompsonville. Conn., are passing a Grose. Warren Highlands.
(mother Mrs. William Morrison mo Tel. 330.
82-tf PURCHASE ST., City.
83*85
$1.25 postpaid
'
torlng
here
for
him
with
Mr.
and
Margaret Stewart.
1 spending two weeks with her parFARM for sale. Nine acres on Rt. 17,
THREE-ROOM apartment to let, ln
month in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dilloway of
excellent condition, upstairs, at 17 War one mile from Union; good water, elec
Mrs Edward Ling of Portland.
Mrs. Arthur H. Pillsbury and ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton
Earl Wood of Boston, a former res- Everett. Mass., spent the weekend
ren St Apply at 11 JAMES ST
81-tf tric lights, excellent place for poultry
Miss Bernice Feyler. Alton Feyler
daughter Miss Janice Pillsbury of and his parents. Mr. and Mrs. N F.
FIVE ROOMS to let with toilet. En- I and truck Hardening WILBUR ESANCY
ident of this place, is a guest at at their home here.
Union.
86*88
1 and Miss Edith Powers of Providence 1 quire 12 knox st Tei. 156-w
Portland have returned here after ' Andrews.
Wadsworth Inn.
Tb. a r
b.v
i Mr and MIS' Arthur Sidelinger of were weekend guests of Miss Adelle
SECOND floor furnished Apt . to let 20 COCKERELS for sale. 30c each. 12
a weekend spent with Mrs. Merritt F.
Mrs. Louis A. Hanley and daughter
The A. L. Potters have returned to jsi0tjieboro were callers Sunday a*. Fey]er
at 14 MASONIC ST.
86*89 weeks old MRS SKINNER. R FD.. City.
Lenfest in Vinalhaven.
] Miss Gertrude went Saturday to Vi86-88
i Orange, N J., after spending several the home of Mr and Mrs. Jesse' Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague and I _ iy! w^'^oBraTCON^Lt^bir1 Yam'1 Mountain Road. k
DUTCH NECK
Mrs. Stephen Sullivan and chil- nalhaven and are visiting her mother
-.j..
Ei* " J KDBZJtisow. cumoer Yard,
SEVEN-ROOM house on the sea for
------.weeks at Lake Megunticook.
I family visited Sunday at Mr. and Thomaston____________________ 77-tf 9aie wlth j,a
land ln Friendship.
dren. Mary Alice and James of Mas- Mrs. Flora Ames.
Miss Dorothy Geele spent last
Oeorge H. Johnson of Melrose, MUls'
Mr and Mrs. William Stickney and j^rs william Daniels’ in Tenant's
six-room modern apartment to let Me . lawn running to shore. Price reapeth. Long Island, are spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Forest W. Stone mo- Tuesday with Mrs. Clarence Eugley Mass h at
Megunticook for a
, Apply
W J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard I sonable. BOX NO 234. Friendshipgg.gg
--------son William of Framingham. Mass.. Harbor. On return they were ac- I ~
Thomaston
summer with Mr. and M-s. Howard ' tored Saturday to Alfred where they' of Waldoboro.
' few weeks
Rowell in Cushing
I were overnight guests of Mrs Stone's j Mr and Mrs Myron Chase and son
Henry Gould and Walter Cooper of X Tsenh
’“b
8nd companied by Miss Marguerite DanSMALL furnished apartment to let, ; LERMOND HOUSE. Thomaston, for
iels. who will visit Mrs. Teague for u ?^oiT
RnsFfUrnlshed
100 Unl°n™
Stf sale
- aI1
mod<rn
- large lot of land Oa:
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Sherman and cousin. Wayne McKusick at "Jour- Keith have recently returned from a East 0^^ N j are guests of the M Josepn e>ucicne>.
IaEULA KObE.
____________________
76-tii rage
ragp for
for 6 6 cars.
cars Apply on premises. 3
______
Nathalie McKinley who has been time.
FURNISHED front room to let 14
86-97
$4 I GILCHREST ST.
ST
grandson Richard of Boothbay were ney's End.' On return Sunday they [visit with relatives in Natick and formerS mother. Mrs W P Gould
visiting Mr and Mrs Merle Robbins '
week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St
78-tf
guests Sunday o' Mrs. Clara Math- were accompanied by hls mother, Cape Cod. Mass
'
'
POLICE AND COLLIE PUPS fur sale,
.
...
,_ .
.
I FOUR-room apartment to let, fur- ; 43 male- 41 females
in North Union, returned home Sun- [
Also standing
ews.
I Mrs. Josephine W. Stone who has* Richard Robie and friend of Wol- ,
The feature headline bargain todaj nished and heated; garage, 88 Pleasant Say
_ _
AIMO
KAJANDER R F D .
day.
• • • •
! been spending a week s vacation at [ laston. Mass., are spending several
and all this week at the Levi Seavey I
913-J- Adults °n'y
78-tf Thomaston. Tel Rockland 263-14.
86*88
Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton re-,
steam heated office to let, central
Mrs. Laura Seavey. Mrs. Alice Gor- Lakeview Arms, in Winthrop, and weeks with his grandmother, Mrs.
Lewiston
Team
Has
a
Good
turned
Sunday
to
Reading.
Mass.,
j
Clothing
Store
in
Thomaston.
Watts
location Tei 133_________________ 78-tf
34
-FOOT
semi-speed
motor
boat
for
don. Mrs. Inez Libby and Mrs. French who resumed yesterday her duties in ' Celesta Winchenbaugh.
sale, equipped with Red
Wing engine.
---------------gyyy
Inning At Expense of the after
guests of ch’st€r B HatI |Block' is brand new sandak for m^em'Tppiy TcTrX * i&iu.nd j h \a-------------7Eo-T ave
all of Warren, accompanied Mrs. Lu- the office of Black & Gay Canners 1 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gross of
for a few days.
women, beautiful styles and colors. [ Water co., Tei. 634.
7-tf
TRAILER for sale; also 1929 Nash rather A. Clark to Lakewood recently. Inc.
Providence have been recent guests
Cam'bn Shells
I dlator; 1930 Chevrolet engine; Iron
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Kenniston 1 regulaf 53 and $2 50 value, only 98
Mrs. Gordon also called on friends
• • • .
(of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
sink MRS M S. DICK. Tel 63-W.
and Gary Kenniston of Warren mo- ! cents. Hundreds of other splendid
85-87
in Madison.
The Contract Club met for play! Miss Dorothy Geele returned
Moha ks.
u ho tored guntjay to Bar Harbor with Mr. 1 values are to be found at this great
OUTBOARD MOTOR for sale. Johnson
Miss Sophie Tazik. who has been 1 the flrst time Friday afternoon at Thursday to Wellesley. Mass., after
Sea Horse. 4 h p . alternating firing
have a pretty good reputation over and Mrs Maurlce Lindsey and value center.-adv.
visiting her sister, Miss Mary Tazik, Levensaler house, with the director spending a vacation with her parents
twin
F. H BRAZIER. Tel. 742-R
_________________________________ 85*87
around Androscoggin County, de-'daughter Maxine of Thomaston________________________________
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. FrerJc [Mrs. Kay Decker of Cushing, in-! Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Geele
feated the Camden Shells 5 to 2 at!They were callers in Ellsworth on
notice
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
SWEET PEAS lor sale, long stem 80
Lineken. for two weeks, left for i structing. Prize winners were Mrs.
Mrs Hilda Kelsey and two daughIS.
e>_____ „
I NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that accordion lessons at your home 41 with- cents hundred. Ill PLEASANT ST.. Tel.
i
Mrs.
Edith
Russell.
,
p
ran
^
p
Harding
of
Rockland
ln
thc
In
30
miles.
C.
A.
LUNDELL.
Friendship^
588-M
85-87
her home in Reading. Per.x, Satur- william T. Flint. Mrs. Lee W. Walk- ters of Watertown. Mass., are visiting Camden Saturday,
accompanied by her sitfr, who [er. Mrs. James E. Crieghton and Mrs her brother Walter Cotton.
I Practically all of the scoring was ,e Ch“dren
the Baptist Church
standing haV for aiM>o»«i"sTl§~- ^’’cVn^tio^Tw me.^B.tun ' u“d:
will remain for a few davs.
Maynard Spear.
The Club will
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robie of dnnp in ,hp fnilPth ,nnlnB T—8011001 gaVe S€Veral numbers Sundny Bar Examiners for examination for ad- by s flower shop. Tel 318-w 86-88
o, f w gorden. Unlom Me..
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Kelley and agaln meet Friday afternoon.
Wollaston. Mass
were weekend “ * *
T* X*wtet<« | »n connection with the dedicatory —,S expbkt tauloriwo. Buiu
m »_
85-87
W H
HAMPSHIRE
RED Chickens
Chi
de aler. Miss Barbara of B*. r •-(. | Mrs ^^,3
and daughJ guests of Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh.
f°Ur °f /er fivc runs 8nd service of the box prepared by the p, he,d .1 Portland. Mam*the firs, order. ^n»‘- “
' “5 new
ampshire-red
remod-1 for sale. 2 months old; also Guernsey
motored he: e Saturday to brimj their ters Helen and Margaret returned Mr. Robie returned Sunday but Mrs Camden both of hers. This hap-, Womens Mission Circle for Mrs.
vtivi'a r 11 vv
Twnnn
ellng and repairing for the entire fam- cow. RICHARD MAKI. West Meadow
EDWARD
W aATWOOD.
85*87
Secretary of the Board lly at reasonable prices. NEW YORK Road. City.
sei- Harvev Kelley, who is guest of priday to Skowhegan after being R°bie remained for the month of Pened t0
the only inning in which' Streeter, missionary in Tavoy. Bur-T-92 TAILOR, cor Main and Summer Sts. i UPRIGHT PIANO lor sale, ln good
Mi. and Mrs. Wendell C. Bvlow for , guests for a week of her parents. Mr.
the visitors hit freely, though theyj^a The selections by the children ]
____
86-tf condition; lull set of Dickens' books
85*87
WATCHMAKER. Am remaining ln good as new 34 HILL ST
Mrs. Hattie Merrill. Mrs Ada Well- did make 8 couple of safe ones ln the ! included a song by the primary de-1 district court of the united
two weeks.
and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken.
STATES
Rockland thia summer. Will continue
TWO ONE-HORSE mowing machines
Jchn W. Graffiu; of Arlington, N
jjr and
Frank D. Elliot re- man' Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner. ' eighth eff Bennett, who had succeed- partment; recitations, Ann Norwood
DISTRICT OF' MAINE
repairing watches, clocks, antiques all for sale; also raking machine, new last
SOUTHERN DIVISION
kinds Call and deliver. S. ARTHUR year; 2 new milch cows; good work
J., spent the weekend with his turned home Sunday after spending Mrs Celesta Winchenbaugh. Miss ed Dunbar on the mound. Those hits, Lois Norwood. Evelyn Wotton. ElizIN THE MATTER OF
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rock- i,orsj
]b, j EfER EDWARDS. Tel.
ir.other Mr Annie F. Grafflus and
the weekend tn Bangor and Orono Ada Winchenbaugh A. E. Winchen- counted for naught, however, for ab«th Kenniston, Ethel Wotton; RECEIVERSHIP OF
land. Tel. 958-J__________________ 78-tf 1 8o6.j
84.g8
THE
ROCKLAND
NATIONAL
BANK.
Warden and Mrs Edward P JohnMrs. George W. Ludwig enter- bach and Mrs. Harold Robie attended Weed made a nice foul catch and prayer recitation, Minnie Watts; ROCKLAND. MAINE
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
fifteen HORSES for sale, good haywork. painting of all kinds. Ca.l A. W maker; three ponle-. mowers and rakes.
son.
tained at dinner Sunday at Rock- funeral services Wednesday for Mrs. Dennett fanned two other batters. Crusaders' Song, junior department;
ORDER OF NOTICE
78-tf C. M BURGESS. Union. Tel. 6-4.
GRAY Tel 8533
It appearing from the Petition of Ed ____________________ ______
Mr. snd Mrs. Elbridge Grafton of ipdge Inn, Spruce Head Island, her; Laura Turner at Broad Cove.
1 Lord s two base hits following Bry- song. Ann Norwood, Lois Norwood ward
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at dock-I___________________________________ SS'87
C Payson. Receiver ol The Rock
Philacflphia are guests of his par-1 guests being her sister Mrs. Byron
Mrs. Luella Cotton died July 9 at | ant s error, gave Camden her two and Mary Norwood; song, junior de- land National Bank, Rockland. Maine, land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders J FIVE-ROOM house with cellar, for
sale, on Meadow Rd ; price 4550. small
I partment; solo. Robert
Wyllie; verified the fifteenth day of July A D solicited II. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
ents Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton for nuriingame of Attleboro. Mass.. Mr.1 Ihe Memorial Hospital in Damari- runs
78-tf payment down, bal In rent. V. F.
1937. that a Petition was filed on the
scotta.
Rev
Mr.
Sheaf
of
Waldoboro
Lewiston
had
a
long
rangy
pitcher.
1
chorus,
junior
and
primary
depart
nineteenth
day
of
July.
AD.
1937.
pray
LAWN
mowers
sharpened,
called
for
STUDLEY, 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154.
several days.
and jjrs. William T Smith and son.
82-tf
Ing that the said Edward C Payson Rnd delivered. Prompt service. Lawn '
Cross who spent a weeks william T. Smith and guests Mr. and conducted funeral services at the Webster by name, and in only one ments. Though brief, the service as Receiver be authorized to convey the i r0|ler
let CRiE HARDWARE CO. , DANISH ball heads red cabbage and
■.■scaticr. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs ^g,, E Mead and Mrs. Nel- home the following Sunday. Inter- inning did the home team make more was impressive. Mrs. Avis Norwood remaining portion of certain real es- (successor to Rockland Hardware Co.) snoW-ball cauliflower plants for sale.
was arromnanist
II tate
A”e:
~ ' 791. Rockland.
78-tf , EDWIN A DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 671-J.
Nos owned
59, andby59,sald
fQr trU!t
a consunder
|,ieratlon
of5 Tel
Mrs. Geurge E. Cross, returned to j[e E Mead of Springfield Gardens. ment was in the family lot in Hyde than one hit off him. Dunbar was was accompanist.
81-86
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
Guests
Sunday
of
Mrs.
Ellen
Wellj
not
less
than
Twenty-six
Hundred
Dol

Park.
Mass.
Mrs.
Cotton
is
survived
ver
y
effective
except
in
the
fourth
Portland Monday to resume his duisland and Miss Edna Ames of
Notice Is -------hereby -given . that.
In ac.
. ... „
u»ra
------.
SIX-ROOM modern house for sale.
lars ,»z.ouvvu,
142.600 00) caau.
cash, ivutcacuviua
representing the
man and Maurice Wellman were Mrs. i present reasonable value of the property eordance with a law passed by the Town Almost new Located In Thomaston.
by one daughter. Mrs. Hilda Kelsey inning, above described.
ties at the Congress Square Hotel. thls town.
in accordance with letter of the Comp- of SL Oeorge at Its annual meeting ln For details, apply W J. ROBERTSON.
Lord. Plaisted and Bryant ex Ida Oerring of Gloucester Mass., troller
Mrs. Eleanora Lynch and daugh-____________
and four sons. Llewellyn. Kenneth,
of the Currency dated June 18. March. 1937, all peddlers doing business Lumber Yard. Thomaston.
77-tf
who is visiting In Rockland; Esten 1937; praying that said Receiver be In said town, must procure a license i.-------------------------------------------------------ter. Miss Mary of Leominster. Mass.. w'aldo A. Clapp, M. D., has located Albert and Walter; also several celled in fielding. The score:
USED mackerel and herring barrels
from
the
selectmen
of
said
town
before
to convey certain real es
and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
Blake of Augusta. Mrs. Lenora Cus- authorized
Lewiston
v.i-re visitors at Joseph F. Bradlee s y,ere jor genera[ practice and is oc- grandchildren.
tate owned by said trust under AMt | July 28.
Qp TQWN QF
various sizes. Write for particulars.
ab r bh tb po a e son, Mrs. Wilma Stanley, Mrs. Laura no 427 lor a consideration of not less
over the weekend.
I CUpytng offices in the residence oi
ST GEORGE HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R. I
than Seven Thousand Dollars (47.000.00)
78-tf
0'
Blake
and
Miss
Marlon
Blake,
all
of
84-88
Meserve.
cf
5
0
0
0
0
0
Mrs T. W Pease of Bath is guest Dr Albert P Heald. who recently
cash, representing the present reasonWALDOBORO
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
able value of the property, in accordance
Libbey. lb ....... 5 0 1 1 13 0 0 Rockland.
of Mrs. Fannie Brown.
j retired. Dr. Clapp's former home ls
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
with letter of the Comptroller of th?
0 [ Richard Bucklin was home from Currency dated July 9. 1937; praying
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
The union vacation church school Gagne, 2b
3
Mr. and Mrs. Byron I Wilson of (3r00knn Me. He was graduated
LONG 4COVE
78-tf
that
said
Receiver
be
authorized
to
(
1
j
the
University
of
Maine
Forestry
Portland visited Mrs Fred J. Over-j {rom Bates College with the c]ass of will be held at the Baptist Church for Bryant, ss ...... 5
accept not less than One Thousand
‘
__
,
_ ... „ . .
HOUSE in Thomaston for sale, fur0 Camp at Gilead for the weekend.
Dollars ($1 000 00) cash as the consldlock and Miss Hortense _
B. Wilson I 1932. from Tufts Couegs M 3dical two wee^s. opening today. Classes Harkins, 3b....... 3
Mr. and Mrs. John Davis and fam- nished; five rooms, bath, electric lights.
for a full settlement of
j ,ly
arrlvc.d from Boston to spend Oood neighborhood Price reasonable.
0 i Mr and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Sr., eratlon
during the iveekend
j School in 1936; and has recently and dePartments are planned for all Noel, c
set No. 1154 and for conveyance
Apply to F. D ELLIOT, Thomaston.
Beland,
rf
......
4
0
and
guests
Mrs
Henry
McCraw
and
_____
„
certain real estate owned by said trust I the remainder of the summer here.
76-tf
Eugene Closson of Linwood. Mass ,' compieted his * interneship at the a8es' with Bible study and handlRev. John Heino held confirmation
0 children Ann and Richard of West! en?rrea*onabieetvariimrCoefntthe property.
motored here Saturday and on re- (Bridgeport. (Conn.) Hospital Dr work. The session opens at 1.30 p. m. Robert. If ........ 4
Newton, Mass., and Mr and Mrs. 1 In accordance with letter of the Comp- ' school for two weeks at the school- ' ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
turn Sunday was accompanied by 1 Ciapp and his bride also have an with worship, stories and singing in Webster, p ....... 4
1 troller of the Currency dated July 10.
4
•
Chester Robinson and son Willard of 1937; and praying that said Receiver house here. Commencement exer- !
rj
I
Mrs. Closson and children Arlene. ap3ftthent in Dr. and Mrs. Heald's
auditorium, followed by the
be
authorized
to
accept
not
less
than
,
,
ld
Sundav
at
the
Fin1
*
OUmffier
VOttHVCS
and Adeline, who have been guests of residence.
37 5 8 8 27 9 3 Manchester, Conn., spent the week Twenty-three Hundred Dollars ($2300.00) 'C15es wpre nelQ “unuay ai me mi
I class« held under capable teachers.
, asuauuava
,
Camden
end af the Sherman Jameson cot in cash ln full settlement of Asset No 1 nish Church at Georges River.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
____________
The Methodist and Baptist Churches
! Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Bragdon are NORTH "AVEN^ ^slrabUt ^tt.g^for
Newbert.
ab r bh tb po a e tage in Friendship. Mrs .McCraw h“daas ^uraityrethaeret°of
The feature headline bargain today
Waldoboro and the Baptist Church
Miss Elizabeth Barton and her sis- J and all this week at the Levi Seavey cf Ncblefcoro are uniting to make the Plaisted. 2b ..... 5 0 1 3 5 3 0 and daughter Ann went Sunday with letter of the Comptroller of the attending summer school at Far- beautiful Penobscot Bay Particulars on
Mass.. Where 1 CUNr^ewCy0n Motion of ?he Petitioner. I: mington.
| requer. P. O Box 413. North Haven.
ter Miss Dorothy Barton of Niantic clothing Store iif Thomaston. Watts school the best held in this section. Daily, cf .......... 5 1 0 0 2 1 0 night to Northfield
85*87
both will attend a religious school is hereJdY
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Weeks
and
, FOUR-ROOM cottage to let or for sale
Conn , are visiting their grand- Block, is brand new
sandals for Rev Barnard and Rev. Overman with Lord, ss .......... 4
ORDERED
for two weeks.
That all creditors an ’ other persons children who have been guests of j with garage, near shore on Spruce Head
mother Mrs. M. K. Lineken and aunt women, beautiful styles and colors. 1 a corPs of several trained workers and Wadsworth.3b.lb 4
attend the . earing on said th Rnh„rt pnikp,-, for two weeks ' IsIanc>
J 6. ALLARD. Ocean View
Miss Theresa Lineken.
• regular $2 and $2.50 value, only 98 ' competent helpers invite every boy Thomas, rf ...... 4
The sum of $7 was netted from the interested
Petition before the United States Dis- ,ne Rouere routejs lor two weens CBmp spruce Head Island,
81*86
0 11 1 0 sale of cooked food Friday after- trlct Judge in the United states; have returned to Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron A Clark and cents. Hundreds of other splendid and girl between the ages of four and Weed c .............. 2
LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach for
Court
House,
ln
the City of Portland.
c.
,
j
,
or to let for the season; completely
C j noon, auspices of the Forget-me-not County of Cumberland ar.d State of
Leonard. If ...... 3
daughter Rae are with her parents vaiues are j0 be found at this great
atlcnd'
Matt Egland is able to be at Work sale
furnished, everything modern. EDWARD
0 J Girl Scout Troop.
Maine, on the twenty-second day of again after an attack of grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L. Keyes in value center.—adv.
Richards If ...... 1
GONIA. City
74-tf
July. A D . 1937. at one o’clock, p. m .
,
Bucksport.
0 Misses Madeleine Haskell. Dorothy Standard Time, and then and there
Mrs. William Erickson has employ- BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
The feature headline bargain today Dunbar, p .......... 2
Head Island, on salt water, connected
cause. If any they have why the ment at McQee Island,
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen of |
Simmons and Ruth Starrett, mem show
and all this week at the Levi Seavey Bennett.lb p .... 4
with mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-13
prayer of said Petitioner should not be .
46-tf
Lewiston are guests of his sister Miss I
bers of the Forget-me-not Girl granted.
i Wilho Pasanen is home from the
Clothing Store in Thomaston, Watts Greenlaw, p ..... 2
CCC. Camp
Mary B. Cullen for the remainder of j
Scout Troop are attending the Girl ORDERED,Urther
Block, is brand new sandals for
the summer.
36 2 7 11 27 14 1 Scout Camp, Wyconda. Belgrade This this Order be published ln the 1 Mrs. Katherine Kelpi and children Salmela of North Jay have returned
women, beautiful styles and colors,
Portland Press Herald once on July 20. , _ .
Mr. and Mrs. William T Smith and!
regular $2 and $2.50 value, only 98 Lewiston ...........0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0—5 Lake, where they will remain for two 1937, and ln The Rockland Couricr-GaQuincy, Mass., are vacationing home, having been here to attend
zette. Rockland. Maine, once on July , here with her sister, Mrs. Toivo the funeral services for Mrs. John
son William T. Smith and guests Mr.
Camden
.............
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
—
2
weeks.
cents. Hundreds of other splendid
20. 1937. and that there be one day at
and Mrs. George E. Mead and Mrs.,
Two-base hits, Lord.
Bennett. Mrs. Mary Lockie of Washington, 4east elapse between the last publlca- Makinen.
Leppanen. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Invalues are to be found at this great
tion of this Order and the date of said
3 Gillchrest Street
Nellie E. Mead of Springfield Gar
Three-base hit, Plaisted. Base on D. C.. is at her home for a time.
Miss Gloria Simmons of New tercante are remaining for the sum
value center.—adv.
hearing.
dens. Long Island, motored Satur
balls, off Webster 2, off Dunbar 2. Tickets for the Bi-centennlal anDated July 19. 937
castle is visiting her aunt Mrs. Wilha mer with her father John Leppanen.
THOMASTON
By Ord«?r of Court.
Strike out. by Webster 9. by Dunbar i niversary ball Friday are being sold
day to Cadillac Mountain.
Hyvannen.
who have had employment at Fitch
JOHN
F
KNOWLTON.
Few who write to the newspa
Clerk of the United States District
by
Sidney
W.
Vinal
and
Ellis
Spear
Mrs. E. G. Sullivan, who has been
LOW PRICE
5.
by
Bennett
3.
Hit
by
pitcher
Lib

Charles
Johnson
and
son
Victor
burg, Mass., are now working at
per realize that thirty lines will
oj
Court. District of Maine.
guest of Warden and Mrs. Edward P
by. Double play, punbar, Plaisted 3d, and are going rapidly. Women (ls.)
Mrs. Vivian Leppanen Covert of Willardham.
secure a hundred readers, while
APPLY ON PREMISES
By marion Richards.
half a column secures one.
Johnson for the past week and Mr.
and Bennett. Umpires. Fowler and added to the committee from the
New Jersey. Mr. and Mrs. William
Lawn parties and picnics are the
86-88
Womans Club, sponsor of the at-1
gs-n Leppanen of New York and Mrs. Ida vogue of this place.
Sullivan, who joined her for the
Richardson. Scorer, Winslow,

THOMASTON

THE AFFAIR AT THE STATE PRISON

Smart and New
Printed Stationery

In Everybody’s Column *

WANTED

! • LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

i

FOR SALE
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MOHAWKS’ DAY

! MISCELLANEOUS I
4
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FOR SALE

LERMOND HOUSE

/
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^very-Other-Day

NEW CLUB AGENT

OCl ETY

WiZZ Appear In Rockport Soon

Arthur B. Richardson, of New York
who has returned from a business
trip abroad, has been spending a few
days with his family, at his summer
home at Owl’s Head. Mr. Richard
son returns to New York today, plan
ning to come here later for the month
of August.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester T. Marshall
ho were in St. Petersburg ana other
lorida points for the winter arc
ow at their summer home. Band's
nd. at Port Clyde. Mrs. Marshall
i her return from Florida visited
slatives and friends in Albany, N. Y.
id Massachusetts.

Mr. and Mrs. Alec Van Cott and
son Porter and Mr. and Mrs. Bur
ton Hutchings and son Burton Jr. of
Mount Vernon. N. Y., are guests of
Mrs Anita Spear at Pleasant Beach.
Mr, and Mrs. Carl Andrews of
Rumford, were weekend guests of Mr
and Mrs. E. C. Boody.

Chandler S. Woolley of Mount
Mrs. Mary T. Winslow of Engle
Vernon, N. Y., spent the weekend
wood. N. J., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
with his family at his cottage "NauH W. Thorndike, Masonic street.
,ilus'' Pleasant Beach.

Miss Ellen D. Tolman and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Kalloch and son James,
who have been guests for two weeks
Supt. and Mrs. F. L. S. Morse,
iave returned to their home in Aujurn, Mass. Miss Tolman plans an)ther trip here, to attend the 1904
;lass reunion, to be held Friday July

Miss Ellen Cochran has returned
to her home on Talbot avenue, after
spending the past eight weekj with
her sister, Mrs. Harvey McIntire at
Bluehill.

An entertainment will be given at the Rockport Methodist Church July 27 b.v the Junior Students’ League
from the Bible Training School at Johnson City, N. Y, There will be 14 in the cast, representing 11 nations.
Flags and banners of 28 nations will be shown on thc program and there will be many other attractive
features.

Mrs. Kenneth Mills and daughter
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and sons
Margery have returned from a visit
with Mrs. Charles Hewett, at Mrs. are visiting her former home in Nor
Hewett's cottage at Higgins Beach. way.

Miss Beatrice B. Carty of Malden.
Mrs. Carl Snow, Mrs. H. P.
Mass, has been spending a week as
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett Blodgett and Mrs. Mabel Rose of
Tenant's Harbor, representing Lady
at their Spruce Head farm.
Knox Chapter, motored to Richmond,
Frederick Hufnagel has arrived at where they amended the D.A.R.
Pleasant Beach, to be guests for two marking They returned via Au
weeks of Mrs. D. C. Woolley and gusta, where they viewed the won
derful display of the flower show,
Mrs. Anita Spear.
held at Fort Weston.
Mrs. Oliver Holden and sons Billy
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike,
and David have returned from Port
land where the boys were tonsil pa guest Mrs. Mary T. Winslow, and
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike spent Satur
tients at Maine General Hospital.
day at Unity, with Mr. and Mrs
John C. Sansom was host to his Joseph Farwell.
brothers and sisters and their fami
The Wilbur Bassetts of Marble
lies, Sunday, at his farm in Waldo
boro, the guests partaking of an ap head. Mass., are making a brief visit
petizing dinner at noon, with picnic with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Stanley,
lunch later served under the pines. James street.
The group thoroughly enjoyed the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice C. Orbeton
all day outing. Miss Sadie Sansom
and Mrs. Thomas Anastasio remained of Bangor were guests Sunday of
Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick.
for a few days' visit.

Mr. and Mrs. John G. Robbins of
P. T. A. Carnival at Stenger’s
barf, Friendship, Thursday July Washington, D. C. are spending a
22, afternoon and evening. If stormy, few days in this city, guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John L. Beaton,
aext fair day—adv,

I

JAMBOREEING IN WASHINGTON

A GREAT CHANGE
If More Sought the Spirit of
God, and Fewer Sought
Money
North Haven, July 18.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Church services Sunday was con
ducted by Rev. Henry Ogilby of the
Church of Our Saviour, Longwood,
Mass., who took his text from the
Ninth Chapter of John: "And as
Jesus passed by he saw a man which
was blind from birth.''
What was Jesus' mission on earth?
Was it to make things easy for the
Disciples? No. for they passed
through the hardest kind of suffer
ing. Was it to heal the sick? No,
for if it were, all the rich would have
wanted to be healed, and they would
have thought that was His mission
on earth. Was it to fill your pock
ets with money? No.
Why did he heal the biind man as
he passed by him? He said it was an
swered in the blind man's answer
to Jesus. "Lord. I Believe” and he
worshipped him. Jesus healed him
that he might bring salvation to
him. Jesus' mission on earth was
to bring salvation and thc speaker
asked the congregation. “What is
your greatest need?”
They might have said money but
the speaker said. “The spirit of God.’’
And I think with the speaker that
if we had more seeking after the
spirit of God and not so many after
money, a great change would take
place.
Frank Beverage.

REAP THE APS

In the evening we went to the con
vocation in the arena. Lanny Ross The next morning we saw the
President as he drove by us. It was
sang for us. It seemed very quiet to
called a still parade. Scouts were
us for the Fourth of July. There was lined up for 2’4 miles, eight rows
hardly any noise. We learned that deep It was a terribly hot day
the big fireworks were to come the j and many fainted from the heat, but
| none from, our troop, and none from
next night.
Rockland. After the parade SenaEvery few minutes all day and I
j tore Hale and White gave a luncheon
think all night, huge transports flew at the genate offlce buUd,ng for the
over our heads. You couldn't hear | entire delegation 240 of us.
yourself talk when one of them
In the afternoon we enjoyed the repassed over. We saw enough planes to :sul^® of our *rantic telegrams home—
a blimp ride given by Representative
last us a lifetime.
Smith. No one under 21 was allowed
We spent the next day examining to ,go up without a permission. We
public buildings. A boy from Bath, had a little longer ride than some of
two from Farmington, and myself the others because of other landing
spent all day in one building of the transports which had the right of
Smithsonian group, taking only a way. We didn't mind that at all.
short time out for lunch. We could Jamboree City was indeed impressive
easily have gone back and seen it all from the air.
over again.
The next morning was a very busy
• • • •
one for we were occupied in taking
We watched the fireworks from the down camp. We took down our tents,
muddy banks of the muddy Potomac. took back our beds to the exhibition
It seems that I have seen much bet tent and started cleaning up the
ter ones at the Rockport Carnival. camp grounds as we were to leave
However they were good.
early the next morning. We took
In between times we went swap down our signal tower and log shelter
ping. You could walk half a mile and and all we had to do in the morning
be in Oregon, walk a few feet and be was to take back our ticks and get
in Massachusetts. We met many to the train.
boys who had never seen any lob
That night we slept in the open on
sters, scallops or the like. Richard cur straw ticks. We werp awakened
Spear had Indian beads which he at 4 o'clock in the morning and at
dug up to swap. He collected 20 7.15 we started home once more. We
different arrow heads with these. rode all day and it was very hot the
Bill Bicknell had many small banners first part of the journey but after
of Rockland, James Wentworth had we started it was a little better. The
articles from the seashore such as train was pretty late and we didn't
lobster tails and scallop shells. Rod get to Portland until nearly 12
erick Crandall had souvenirs with o'clfick that night. The train was
which he obtained several arrow very sooty and when we got off they
heads. I had scallop shells which thought that they had sent back a
Mr. Feyler kindly donated.
I negro delegation instead of the
scrubbed them up and drew small Maine one.
pictures on them of lighthouses,
We lined up in troop formation in
boats, etc. They west especially well front of the train and after counting
with the mid-Western boys.
up to see if any were lost, strayed
Wc were given several articles be or stolen, we were dismissed. So
fore we left Camp Hinds. We had a ended the National Jamboree—pro
small bag of Desert of Maine sand nounced a splendid success by scout
a small barrel of minerals, a life officials and a grand, good time by
saver neckerchief slide and also a the scouts themselves.
lobster buoy slide, small maps of
I The Courier-Gazette wishes to
Maine with sea shells and minerals congratulate Scout Brown on his
on it and a small bag of golf tees splendid report of the Jamboree—the
which were made near South Paris. best we have seen in any paper.—
In the afternoon of July 6 we went Ed 1
to the Federal Bureau of InvestigaLon where most of us had our finger
SOUTH WARREN
prints taken. We also went to thc
National Academy of Sciences. This
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Batchelder of
is rather a small building compared
with the rest but it is full of inter Martinsville and Mr. and Mrs. Smith
esting things. They had all sort of of Florida were callers last Thurs
physical phenomena which would day at L. S. Copeland's.
A party from here enjoyed the
occur at the press, of a button. I
think that it was the most interest sunset and a weinie roast Sunday
ing building we visited. They even at the "Lookout". Jefferson.
Charles Maxey has resumed his
had one experiment which used a
small piece of radium in it. It was position as manager of the Standard
used to ionize the air to discharge Oil plant in Rockland. During the
past few weeks he has been acting as
an electroscope.
• • • '*
arrival of Robert Allen of Portland
In the evening Representative substitute salesman awaiting the
Smith took us to Glen Echo Lake who assumes the position made va
We all went on a spree, spending cant by Eugene Boone who resigned
freely. One of our boys remarked to accept the management of a Port
that he would be glad when he got land restaurant.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
This Is To Announce That

ARTHUR MERROW
Has Joined the Staff of The

LADY KNOX BEAUTY SHOP
Effective Monday, July 19
86 89

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
$125.00—First $100.00, Second $25.00
Speed Demons
Battling for

a BreathTaking Dame !

MP*

rwicitt
CHARLES

(WT."

QUIGLEY
’
/DOROTHY WILSON
X? eddie NUGENT
THURSDAY
TWO HEARTS THAT BEAT
IN SWINGTIME . . . Z*

t- £
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WAS HONOR GUEST

Commander Staples Ad
dresses C. M. T. C. Regi
I where a dollar seemed like a dollar
ment At Fort McKinley

five Rockland boys for a ride. We i fun and then left us to do as we
Mrs. Nellie Follett of Boston is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Studley traveled about 60 or 70 miles with wished. I don t think we missed
anything. The roller coaster there
him and saw many parts of Wash
on Brewster street.
was exceptionally late. It was pretty
ington that we would have missed late when we finally got home.
Chapin Class will picnic Friday at otherwise. We saw Washington Ca
The next afternoon—we didn't
the Bird Camp. Mirror Lake. Mem
thedral where President. Wilson is have much idea just what day was
bers take dishes.
buried, the Lee Mansion, Arlington which—we went by steamer to Mt.
Vernon. It was a beautiful sail down
Mrs. Jane Bird and daughter Miss National Cemetery and many small
the Potomac and for some distance
Madeline Bird recently motored to er places which were not included on
we could see Mt. Vernon high up on
Boston where they were Joined by our tours. Even though he has been the bank of the river. We docked
Mrs. George Snow of Coral Gables, away from Rockland for a long time and after a long march up the hill
Fla., who returned home with her
he is still a reader of The Courier- we marched through the house and
mother and sister for an annual visit.
Gazette. His name is John Robbins around to the other places of im
portance in small groups. Because
Mrs. Mary Nicholson of Cambridge. and he has a sister [Mrs. John
| of the mob of boys there we were alMass, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Beaton] in this city. He gave us a . lowed to see only a small part of
John Chisholm.
few copies of The Courier-Gazette the house, Most of us took several
snapshots.
Misses Virginia Richards and Mar and we read every inch of them.

Past Grands' Association will meet
Wednesday in Waldoboro, at the
home of Mrs. Gertrude Benner.
Visiting members please furnish
sandwiches or sweets.

lowing. A car will be at the entrance i»ir. and Mrs. Jerome C. Burrows
for transportation, if those gofhg by and Donald W. Fogg attended the
bus will notify Mrs. Lena Rollins. performance “Paris Bound” Saturday
afternoon at the Boothbay Playhouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren P. Doughty
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wise, of Albany.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall E. Cline and
N. Y., are expected Aug. 1 to be daughter Marion of St. Louis. Mo.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chester T. are guests of Mrs. Melvin Cline in
Marshall at their summer home at Spruce Head for a month’s vacation.
Port Clyde.
It is Mr Cline's first visit here in 10
years, and many changes are no
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rice, Mr. and
ticeable to him.
Mrs. Joseph Bagley, Fred Hall and
Miss Elizabeth Morton of Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Dudman
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Packard of Rock Jr. of Darien. Conn, are spending
ville, and Mrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs. Eliza two weeks' vacation at "TYall's End"’
beth Gregory and Willis Lufkin of Bungalow.
this city, dined Sunday at Rockledge
nn, Spruce Head.
Mrs. George D. Walls is a guest
this week of Mrs. E. H. Cameron at
Mrs. Charles Morton and Mrs. I. Holiday Beach, after spending last
J. Shuman were high line at cards, week at “The Elms," Old Orchard
when the Corner Club met Friday Beach.
fternoon with Mrs. Choris Jenkins,
Miss Edna Watts is having her
Myrtle street.
annual vacation from the Burpee
Miss Helen Orbeton of Bangor is Furniture Co.'s store.
making a week’s visit with her aunt,
Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick. Miss Or Mr. and Mrs. Albert Curron, Mrs.
beton is assistant dietian at the Wilma Stanley and Mrs. Ada Gerring
of Gloucester, Mass., spent the week
Maine General Hospital.
end in Northeast Harbor witli Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant and Mrs. Frank Stanley and her
have returned from a 1300-mile daughter, Mrs. Pauline Douglass of
motor trip which took them through Bar Harbor.
roostook County twice and to the
home of their son Earle Conant, in Miss Ella Frost of Attleboro. Mass.,
urlington, Vt. A speed boat was Mrs. Marshall Acker (Lydia Frost*
placed at their disposal and a 40- rnd daughter Nancy Jean of Alton,
aile trip over Lake Champlain, was Ill., were guests last week of Miss
ne of the high spots of their fort- Annie Frost Masonic street. Miss
ight's vacation.
In Barre, Vt., Ella Frost went Thursday to North
hey found a temperature of 102 in Haven to spend the remainder of the
the shade, but the residents were summer at her cottage, Mrs. Acker
|making light of it, as the reading the and Miss Nancy Jean joining her
there Saturday for a short visit.
previous day was 108.

Miss Lucinda Rich of Charleston
has been appointed Knox-Lincoln
County 4-H Club agent, effective
August 1, succeeding Miss Ruth
Clark.
Miss Rich graduated this year from i
the University of Maine, where she i
was prominent in many activities j
while maintaining an especially high
scholastic record. She was award
ed the Maine Farm Bureau scholar
ship in 1936. the first person to re
ceive the award. Miss Rich learned
of 4-H Club work first hand, as she
was a club member for nine years,
winning many county and state hon
ors. She was a delegate to the first
national 4-H Club camp in 1927, state
champion ln the cooking and house
keeping project in 1929 and 1930, and
i state champion in the canning proj
ect in 1932.
Miss Clark has served as club
agent since July 1. 1932. and during
that time 4-H Club work in the
counties has shown significant prog- I
I ress. according to K. C. Lovejoy, State
club leader.

Sextette Club met with Miss Anne
(Continued from Page One)
V. Flint Saturday, having dinner at
and not 10 cents. Representative
the Copper Kettle.
ton for 17 years came and took the I smith took us all in the house of

garet Graves of Rockland and
Nathalie Smith of South Portland
have returned from a jolly week, at
the Flint Farm, South Cushing.
Mrs. Arthur Smith of South Port
land and Mrs. Austin Smith of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane arc land were chaperones.
in Boston on a few days' business
Mrs. W. C. Ladd is spending the
trip.
week at Criehaven as the guest of
Mrs. H. J. McClure.
Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mickeal Ristaino, is visiting her aunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sleeper of
Mrs. Sileo Costello of Springfield. Whiting. Ind., arrive today to be
Mass, for the summer.
guests for a fortnight of Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Chester T. Marshall accom
panied by Kathleen Doughty of Al
Miss Jessie Olds is visiting Mrs. Sleeper in South Thomaston.
bany, N. Y., and Barbara Allen of Kenneth Thurlow in Winn.
Mrs. Katherine (BuffumI Foster of
Port Clyde have just returned from
New
Ycrk is making a visit at the
a week's visit at Kezar Lake, Lovell.
Members of the Rockport Farm
Bureau will picnic at Coopers Beach, residence of the H. A. Buffums,
A beano party given Thursday Thursday, July 22. at the Lufkin cot Grove street, where Mr. Foster will
night, under the auspices of Edwin tage, Mrs. Nellie Hall, hostess Join her later.
Libby Relief Corps, was the 6th and Please take dishes and silver and if
Greetings are being extended to
last of the series. Winning prizes not solicited, sandwiches and sweets.
Mrs. Frances Carr of Bangor who is
were, Mrs. Mildred Sprague, Mrs.
Maud Cables. Mrs Frances Weed,
Miss Louise McIntosh and mother at the Mrs. Frances C. Ryder home
Mrs. Andrews and Mrs. Lois Dun Mrs. A. 1C. McIntosh, are at the on Masonic street during an annual
visit to this city.
can.
Britto cottage, Lake Megunticook,
for the (week. Miss McIntosh is
Mr. and Mrs Clarence 8. Shaw of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps members having her annual vacation from the
Bridgeport, Conn., are visiting Mr.
ill meet Friday afternoon at Oak office of the Penobscot Fish Co.
and Mrs. Henry E. Comins.
land Park with picnic supper fol

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett enter
tained 35 members and guests of the
Albert H. Newbert Association, Fri
day. at ’’This '1 du,” Spruce Head.
Mrs Nellie Dow. Mrs. Grace Rollins.
rs. Adelaide Butman assisted as
housekeepers at an excellent picnic
upper, icards and beano occupying the
later hours. The next gathering will
be held at Holiday Beach, with Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook as
hosts.

Miss Lucinda Rich of Charles
ton Succeeds Miss Ruth
Clark In 4-H Club Work

More than 1800 persons watched
the CMTC regiment parade at Fort
McKinley Sunday in honor of the
American Legion and its Maine com
mander, Hector G Staples of Rock
land.
Army officials said the crowd was
the largest in camp history, covering
more than 10 years.
Staples and his staff reviewed the
student soldiers. Other guests in
cluded Secretary of State Frederick
P. Robie. Gorham, whose son, George
E. Robie, is a student; and Wilbur H.
Towle, chief of the State Police,
whose son Wilbur, also is a student.
Commander Staples was the offi
cial parade reviewer and addressed
the student regiment at the conclu
sion. when the company commanders
advanced to center and stood at at
tention.
“Your presence here exemplifies
the highest trait of American citi
zenship,” Mr Staples declared after
extending the greetings of the Maine
Legionnaires.
With Mr. Staples as his official
staff were Dr. C. Eugene Fogg of
Portland. State vice commander; Ro
land J. MacCormack of South Port
land, county commander; Karl V.
Palmer, commander ot Ralph D.
Caldwell Post . Woodfords; George
W. B. Brown, commander of Stewart
P. Morrill Post, South Portland;
Henry C. Hersey, past commander of
Caldwell Post, and Oscar E. Wlshman and Augustus B. Huntleyi both
of Rockland, aides to Commander
Staples.
After the parade, Commander
Staples attached honor ribbons to
the guidon of Company C for the
best marching unit in last Friday's
parade and Company A for the best
quarters at the Saturday morning in
spection.

TENANT’S HARBOR
The feature headline bargain today
and all this week at the Levi Seavey
Clothing store in Thomaston, Watts
Block, is brand new sandals for
women, beautiful styles and colors,
regular $2 and $2.50 value, only 98
cents. Hundreds of other splendid
values are to be found at this great I
value center.—adv.

JAMES MELTON • PATRICIA ELLIS
MARIE WI150N*HID klATING • DICK PURCIII - WINIFRED SHAW

TODAY
RICHARD DIX

in
“DEVIL IS DRIVING”

FOR THE BALANCE OF JULY
AT

BEAUTY

PETER PAN

SHOPPE

SHAMPOO AND
FINGER W AVE

$1.00

PERMANENTS

$3, $5 and $7
“'V\

Phone 996 For Reservations

368 MAIN ST.

Y J

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
WEDNESDAY

JULY 28
PRESENTS

STARTLING^ SENSATIONAL
FEATURES

NEW THIS YEAR

CIRCUS GROUNDS, AIRPORT, PLEASANT ST.
CHILDREN 25c. ADULTS 50=

86-89

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

lAKEWGGD

nacBDmrKT-n wzswiaraain jl
Evenings at 8.00 P. M.
Saturday Matinee at 2.30 D.S.T.

ALL THIS WEEK—MAT. SAT.
The Lakewood Players Present

08
«$9

“BOY MEETS GIRL”
By Bella and Samuel Spewack
The play that has rocked two con
tinents with its laughter
Staged by Melville Burke
Seats, All Performances
60 Cents and $1.00 plus tax
Phone Skowhegan 434
For Reservations

u-p '

Beginning Monday Evg, July 26
Scats Non

The London and New York Hit

“Night Must Fall”

Another
Down

with OWEN DAVIS, JR.
A Play of Thrills, Chills and
(Humor
By Emlyn Williams

Danre at the (Tub House
Friday Evening, July 23
Music by Hal Grayson and hls
California Ramblers
14 Artists 14
First and Only Appearance In
iMhine

with IAN HUNTER
FRIEDA INESCORT

Added. M AJOR BOWES
Now Playing

“Captains Courageous"
with
Freddie Bartholomew
Spencer Tracy

Concert Matinee Wednesday,
July 28. at $.30
Eva Jessye Choir, Choral Ensemble
from “Porgy and Bess"

READ THE AIMS

Save Yncncq

Rockland

Tel. 892

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.15

I MpJ
*

“

Page EigKl

Every-OtKer-Day
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spirits of ammonia (rubber stopper) 'crowd away .from the patient:
A few safety pins. Small scissors, fourth, keep the patient quiet,
i "The presence of mind to follow
Kind of Clothing Important First Aid Text Book.
And Some of the Interesting
Paste a list of contents on the in ' these rules." Dr. Frazer points out,
In Hot Weather — Vaca side of the lid of the box and be [•‘Is frequently all that is necessary
Things Which Science
sure that the kit is always fully when an accident occurs."
tion Tips
Learned From It
stocked.
“The clothes that women can pur
WORK WILL CONTINUE
Huge streamers of the sun's coro- (
Consult Your Physician
chase today for hot weather wear
na. reaching out as much as 5,000 - j
Inoculation against typhoid fever
Representative Clyde R. Smith
are both cool to look at and actually
000 miles from the sun, and great
cocl to wear," Dr Robert A. Fraser. and diphtheria and vaccination has dug down to the bottom of the
flamelike tongues of superheated hy- j
Chief Medical Director of the New against smallpox are advisable for confusion as to whether or not the
drogen gas extending 30.C00 to 60.000 ,
York Life Insurance Company de members of the family, particularly Camden Hills recreational demon
clared in pointing out the importance if an extended tour or a visit to stration project in Knox and Waldo 1
miles above the sun's surface were
of
suitable clothing for maintaining foreign countries is planned, and Dr. Counties, is to be discontinued. From
among the phenomena seen and ;
Fraser advises consulting your physi National Park Service and CCC offi
hot weather comfort and health.
photographed during the sun's eclipse
"The light pastel shades that one cian about them. It is best to do cials Smith pieced together the fact
of June 8, by National Geographic
sees so much in the summer time" this well in advance of the date your that while WPA money heretofore
Society—U.S. Navy Eclipse Expedi-1
Dr. Fraser continued, “not only look vacation begins, so that there will be available for the projects through
cooler but are cooler. Light colors ample time for whatever treatments National Parks IS cut off the project
tion which observed it from Canton
will be continued by CCC with CCC
and white reflect light arid absorb are decided upon.
Island in the mid-Pacific.
“A knowledge of First Aid may well money. The Camden camp is one of
less heat, as well as appearing cool
These and other preliminary scien
prove helpful to a vacationist,” Dr. the 11 camps in Maine announced
to the eye."
tific results of the expedition were I
If you are going or. a vacation or Fraser says. "Numerous text books by CCC for continuation at least dur
reported by Dr. Irving C. Gardner
staying at home through the hot on the subject are available in pub ing the quarter beginning July first.
of the National Bureau of Standards
months, Dr. Fraser advises every lic libraries and book stores. The They are the camps at Gilead in the
and John E. Willis of the U. S. Na
one,
men and women, boys and girls American Red Cross offers courses White Mountain National Forest,
val Observatory, first members of the
to
wear
clothes that do not fit too for those who would become expert, North Whitefield. Alfred, Princeton.
party to return to Washington. They
Patten,
Beddington,
snugly
around
the waist or neck, es and information about such instruc Greenville.
stated that the expedition's obser
Bridgton, Bar Harbor, and Southtion
can
be
secured
at
your
local
pecially
when
exercising.
Loose
fit

vation's of the eclipse were highly
west Harbor in the Acadia National
ting clothing, that permits complete Red Cross headquarters.
successful, although the complete
Park, and Camden.
|
"Everyone
however,
should
know
freedom
of
ciroulation,
is
by
far
scientific results will not be known I
the best, as well as being much more and remember the four cardinal
until after months of study of the
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
: First Aid rules, in order to be precomfortable.
hundreds of photographs, specto- j
waterproof covers and waterproof
To tiie men, Dr. Fraser points out ! pared for emergencies.
graphic records and other data that j
"They are: First, send for a doctor: ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel
that, in general, suspenders are pref
were obtained during the three and |
62-T-tf
erable to a belt, since the weight of second, keep calm; third, kebp the 1262.-W—adv,
one half minutes of darkness.
clothing
is
best
carried
by
the
Leaders Pleased with Results
Dominion Grattan, 1,59, crack pacer, is shown with Tommy Berry, top- shoulders,
Dr. S. A. Mitchell, of the Univer flight reinsman of the Grand Circuit, which invades Old Orchard Beach, Me..
Women would do well to dispense
sity of Virginia, scientific leader of for two weeks. July 19-31, with a brilliant cavalcade of 500 horses and 2000 with foundation garments of heavy
the expedition, and Captain J. P. men. Paul Bowser, well-known Boston sportsman sponsoring the Maine big materials, especially the type of garHellweg, U S.N., spperintendent of time harness card, is the proud owner of Dominion Grattan, with Berry his ment that is excessively boned, unthe Naval Observatory, who was in expert pilot
less a physician advises to the concharge of the Navy's participation,
' trary. Lightweight two-way stretch
both have sent word to the National tions plates, which record the red, cisco; George Hicks, radio an- materials permit much greater freeGeographic Society that they are yellow and blue ranges of color sep nouncer. New York City, all of the dom and are not so apt to impede
greatly pleased with the success of arately. These pictures were made National Broadcasting Company; j circulation while exercising.
the observations made and expect! with special plates which carried Lieutenant T B Williamson, comif you are going away on a vacathat the new data will prove to be [ their own filters, thus eliminating the mander of the Avocet. the expedi- tion Dr. Fraser suggests that a
an important addition to knowledge loss of definition which usually arises
tion s ship.
sweater be Included for use after
of the sun. Dr. Mitchell and Captain when filters are used with lenses of
vigorous exercise and as a safeguard
Hellweg will return to Washington in extremely long focal length. Later
FERNALD ON HIS EAR
against the sudden chill of evening
the next few weeks.
these can be combined in such a way
air common in many places.
As in previous eclipses the astrono as to give an accurate color photo Waldo County Senator CalLs Sales
Comfortable shoes and hose are ex
mers again found evidence of the graph of the eclipse, with the aid of Tax "Frankenstein of Entrenched
tremely important. Dr. Fraser re
presence of "coronium." a mysterious color values as depicted ir. Mr. Bit- Greed"
minds vacationists. "If you would
element in the sun's corona. Co tinger's painting.
escape being one of those unhappy
ronium is believed by many astrono
A majority of Maine's lawmakers individuals one sees nursing a bllsUseful Time Data Gathered
mers to be some element already j
were brandad as "low grade political I tered foot. Sneakers. while usually
known, but existing in the sun's co-1 Mr Willis
and Captain Hellweg hacks ' State Senator Roy L. Fern- required for tennis, should not be
rona in a chemical state not familiar checked the times at which
the aid of Winterport, speaking against .worn continuously, particularly by
to scientists on earth. The expedi
eclipse began and ended and found the sales tax to the Androscoggin ! adults. The arches get little support
tion has net yet had time to deter that the Naval Observatory had pre- Grange in Greene.
[and the foot has a tendency to
mine whether its records show exist dieted these within a few seconds of "There were always at Augusta a I spread,
ence of any elements on the sun not their actual occurrence. This check number of really intelligent and pub"If you swim several times a day
previously known.
on eclipse timing will be extremely lie spirited men, but the majority having two bathing suits will elimiUsing a process new in eclipse useful to the Observatory in its cir- were simply low grade political hacks nate that cold, clammy, uncomfortwork, the expedition successfully
culations of the movements of the generally too stupid to know what able feeling that everyone experlmeasured the percentage of the light sun, moon and earth, which are the public interest is and often too ences when they put on a damp suit
of the sun s corona that is polarized, used in determining accurate time for degraded to thing if they wanted and. with a dry suit ready, the posthat is. reflected in such a way that
everyday use.
to.."
sibility of catching cold or becoming
it vibrates in one plane only. These
Many photographs were obtained of
The sales tax he termed "the chilled is eliminate^ ••
records are expected to prove valu
the total eclipse with various lengths Frankenstein of entrenched political
Dr. Fraser recommends a First Aid
able in study of the composition of
of exposure, and with several color greedin Maine" which
violated kit as a good investment to take on
the corona, which at present is a
filters, showing the corona and prom- "every canon of taxation accepted a vacation. This may be purchased
scientific puzzle.
inences in good detail, and motion by the civilized world for 150 year/ complete, or made at home, using a
Corona Streamers Crisscrossed
pictures of the entire eclipse were j A vote against the tax at the Aug. white enamelled tin box with a tight
The shape of the corona was nearly taken.
16 referendum, he said, was not a fitting cover and equipping it with:
circular, which is usually the case
Tests of radio reception during the vote against old-age pensions or 2 triangular bandages, 2 roller bandwhen the number of sunspots is ap eclipse indicated thatapparently , school grants. ‘ We are pledged
to ages. 1-2 oz. fresh tincture of iodine
proaching a maximum, as at present. there was less fading of signals dur- these social reforms." he said, "but (rubber stopper in bottle), 1 smgjl
Photographs show that the stream ing the time that the sun was dark not through the unfair sales tax." (roll absorbent cotton, 1 oz. aromatic
ers of the corona are crisscrossed in ened by the moon than during day
many directions, perhaps because the light.
Members of the expedition were:!
surface of the sun is now extremely
turbulent. The total amount of Dr. S. A. Mitchell, director. Univer-1
light from the corona was measured sity of Virginia Observatory, scien-1
and found to be about one-half that rifle leader; Captain J. F. Hellweg. i
superintendent of U.S Naval Obser- j
of the full moon.
A painting of the eclipse was made vatory, in charge of Navy's partici- 1
by Charles Bittinger. Washington ar pation; Dr. Paul A. McNally, SJ.
tist. He noted the colors and gen director, Georgetown College Ob
eral appearance of the eclipse during servatory; Dr. Irvine C. Gardner,
LAUGH — play —
totality and is now adding the finish National Bureau of Standards; Dr.
live.
Have time for all
F. K Richtmyer. Cornell University;
ing touches to the picture.
• • • •
the pleasure and fun
Dr. Theodore Dunham. Jr., Mount
the entire family has
Dr. Gardner, with the aid of an ap Wilson Observatory; Charles G.
paratus which equalized the amount Thompson. president. Foundation
wanted! Enjoy every
of light reaching the plates from dif for Astrophysical Research. New
one of these pleasant
ferent parts of the corona, photo York; John E. Willis US. Naval Ob
summer days, yet
graphed both the long streamers of servatory; Charles Bittinger, artist,
never miss a meal.
the corona and the prominences, or Washington. D. C.; Richard H. Stew
hydrogen flames extending up from art, staff representative, National
ELECTRICITY' will enable you to have meals that
the sun's surface, on the same plate Geographic Society; Walter Brown,
with good definition. He also phot radio engineer. New York city; M.
cook themselves while you are away.
ographed the eclipse on color separa- S. Adams, radio engineer. San Fran-

SEASONAL HINTS

THE LATE ECLIPSE

STAR TROT PILOT

BETTER EXHIBITS
State’s Farm Products Wil
Have Better Showing A
the Fairs

Augusta, Maine, July----- In line
with its energetic program of adver
tising and promoting the State's fam
1 prcducts, the Department of Agricub
ture is going in for bigger and bettel
J exhibits at the various fairs and
1 shews in the East and Middle West
• this jear and is developing a seriei
| of unique displays.
What is regarded by officials
cne of the best is two revolving tables
about eight feet each in diametei
and separated into compartments
Colored glass of varied hues will shot
off the products in an amplificatlo:
of their natural colors. A differen
product will be placed in each com
partment and each will flash on dis.
play as the tables revolve.
It is planned to give samples oj
some of the products at several of thi
j shows.
Commissioner Washburn and mem
Fred Egan, veteran Grand Circuit
bers of his staff are sold on the valu<
reinsman, who will campaign a large
of greater promotion and believe tha
string of crack trotters and paters ! the exhibits are one of the most eco
when the big time harness loop in nomical and practical ways of sellini
vades the sizzling fast kite-shaped j our produce to the nation.
The list of events in which the De
track at Old Orchard Beach, Me.,
partment will participate has m
July 19-31.
|
yet been announced—Dick Reed.

The Gift of EUtfiic Cookeiy

M,

*

• • •

io the
things you have always wanted to do

Special for This Week Only

For Camp.,.
Cottage...
or9 Porch •••
*
An Attractive indirect

Bridge Lamp
$3 Value

JULY ANO AUSUST ONLY

Simply place your entire meal, from meat to des
sert, in a cold oven—set the automatic timer and
temperature controls and forget it. When you come
home everything will be done to a turn.

Now

No worrying about hasting or turning or tem
perature-watching. It’s care-free cookery!

*8.99
A beautifully-styled
adjustable polished
steel floor lamp of
Colonial design,
white lined shade
and 6" white bowl
diffuser. Lamp is of
Better Light Better
Sight type.

A
ON THE PURCHASE OP ANY
CENT
PO

lAINE
PAMY

B6-87&89

complete
with bulb

Cook on the Low

2e Kate

An inexpensive but very
attractive polished steel

tor that gives diffused
Will make a fine

reading

lamp

for

built-to-the-/ll>or electric range for the modem kitchen.

As little as $5 a month pays for this range; other models
as low as $2.25 monthly
•

bridge lamp with reflec

light.

THE CHESTERFIELD —1937fullporcelain enamel,

In The
CENTRAL MAINE
Region, Electric
ity is on the Sliding
Seale Basis —

sun

porch, camp or cottage.
At this special price it is

an exceptional buy.

He
5e
2c
lc K.W.H.

Thin Week Only at
Above Criee!

centrammaine
rewtV«9MMwv

for water heating

86-87

Best of all electric cookery is economical for as you build up your use for elec
tricity you drop from the top rate of 8 cents a Kilowatt hour to 5c then to 2c
per unit. When you cook electrically practically all of your use comes on the
low 2c rate.
Further use of electricity for storage water heating gives you the wholesale

rate of ONE CENT for all used in excess of 200 kwhrs monthly.

CENTRM^MAI N E
POWE It/tOMPANY

